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Abstract

In this thesis, we consider the nondeterministic state complexity of PCR-inspired

(polymerase chain reaction) operations. Site-directed operations are used to formally

describe the behavior of certain DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) editing methods which

need to identify a subsequence in a host DNA strand prior to editing. These operations

can be considered as language operations acting to match patterns between two sets

of strings.

The site-directed insertion and deletion operations, insert or delete into a host

string based on a directing string. The directing string must have a non-empty outfix

that matches a substring in the host before operating. Prefix and suffix directed in-

sertion are similar to site-directed insertion except, instead of matching a non-empty

outfix, a non-empty prefix or suffix is matched before insertion. We consider the non-

deterministic state complexity of site-directed insertion and deletion. Constructing a

nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) for the operation provides an upper bound

for the state complexity of the operation. Our construction improves the earlier up-

per bound in the literature. Existing literature did not give lower bounds for the

nondeterministic state complexity of site-directed insertion and deletion. Using the

fooling set method we establish lower bounds that are fairly close to the upper bound,

albeit the lower bound is not tight.
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The other operations considered are those that identify subsets of a language.

The prefix, suffix, infix and outfix operations check to see if a word from another

language is contained as a prefix, suffix, infix or outfix of the target word. We

introduce NFA constructions which apply these operations over regular languages,

and establish bounds for the prefix, suffix, infix and outfix operations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reading and writing are fundamental operations of modern computers. Many com-

putation models and algorithms rely on the ability to efficiently read and write to files

or strings. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) can be considered a string, with its sequence

of nucleotide base pairs as its ordered symbols. The development of DNA-computing

has been linked with emerging methods for reading and writing to a DNA strand.

DNA manipulation has developed significantly in the last 30 years with technologies

like PCR (polymerase chain reaction) and Crispr (Clustered regularly interspaced

short palindromic repeats) becoming widely available. It is important to understand

the costs and limitations of applying new bio-technologies to algorithms. The de-

velopment of a formal model for a method allows us to quantify the limitations and

costs for a given operation. Each model has an associated descriptional complexity

or state complexity when operating over different languages. This thesis explores the

state complexity of formal models of representing PCR and related operations.
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1.1 DNA-Computing

DNA-computing is the field of study that uses DNA as a computational medium for

algorithms. This field was cultivated, in large part by the work of Leonard Adleman,

with his famous 1994 experiment [1]. Adleman not only showed that DNA could be

used to solve an instance of the Hamiltonian Path Problem, but he also developed

notation to record his algorithm. The field of natural computing has expanded on this

work by formalizing many of the methods applied to manipulating DNA. Collections

of these models and results can be found in surveys and textbooks such as [10, 30, 32,

36]. Of particular interest to this thesis is the PCR method for inducing site-directed

mutagenesis. PCR methods can use mutagenic primers to insert or remove sections

of DNA from a host strand, as visualized in Figure 1.1 [7, 34]. Mutagenic primers

identify subsequences in the DNA strand that will be edited.

Contextual insertion and deletion operations have been used to model PCR. These

operations were also used to construct a Turing machine and prove related closure

properties by Kari and Thierrin [33]. The model of computation produced by Kari

and Thierrin was expanded upon by Takahara and Yokomori [39] to generate classes

of languages. Domaratzki explored trajectory based languages which use additional

set of symbols to assess which section of the string is modified [11, 12]. Algorithmic

applications of PCR operations have been explored by Franco and Manca [15].

Cho et al. [7, 9] defined site-directed insertion and deletion which are PCR-

inspired operations and also studied their language theoretic properties. These oper-

ations share similarities to contextual insertion and deletion, but have key definitional

differences. In this thesis, we study the descriptional complexity of site-directed in-

sertion and deletion as well as other related operations.
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. . . . . .Host Strand

Step 1
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Figure 1.1: The left side of this figure depicts site-directed insertion mutagenesis:
Step 1 is DNA cutting using primers a and b, Step 2 is annealing inserted
sequence using primers c and d, Step 3 is ligation PCR using products
A, B and C. The right side of this figure depicts site-directed deletion
mutagenesis: Step 1 is DNA cutting using primers a and b, Step 2 is
ligation PCR using products A and B.

1.2 State Complexity

The field of computational complexity has developed measures to quantify the amount

of time and memory required by an algorithm. In contrast the field of descriptional

complexity measures the size of an algorithm. When using finite automata as our

model of computation, the most common descriptional complexity measure is state

complexity. State complexity uses the number of states of an automaton as its size.
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Automata can take many different forms and can recognize different classes of

languages. In this thesis we only consider the class of regular languages. Generally, it

is well known that a minimal deterministic finite automaton (DFA) defining a regular

language is unique [28]. On the other hand, a language L may have more than one

nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) with a minimal number of states [24, 27].

The lack of uniqueness in an NFA’s construction leads to ambiguity regarding its

minimality.

Many language operations are defined in terms of a string operation that is applied

to elements of the languages. An example of a language operation is string concate-

nation where words from L1 are concatenated to words from L2. To determine the

nondeterministic state complexity of a language operation ω, we must first show that

the operation preserves regularity (i.e. if L1 and L2 are regular languages then the

language ω(L1, L2) is also regular). We can describe the nondeterministic state com-

plexity of ω as a function fω : N×N→ N. If we assume L1 and L2 are recognized by

NFAs containing N and M states respectively, then fω(N,M) is the worst-case size

of an NFA recognizing the language ω(L1, L2). Identifying the function fω(N,M) can

be a difficult undertaking. Previously there has been work to understand the state

complexities for various operations [5, 16, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29].

Knowing the state complexity of an operation provides a concise representation. In

the words of Sheng Yu, “State complexity problems are a fundamental part of automata

theory. The study of state complexity and related problems has a long history.” [41].

State complexity can also provide insight into the properties of an operation as well

as other related operations.

A construction showing that an operation ω preserves regularity of languages
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also acts as an upper bound for the (nondeterministic) state complexity of ω. To

know if a construction is optimal, we need to prove a consistent lower bound for the

state complexity. To show that fω(N,M) is a lower bound for the state complex-

ity of the operation ω, we, generally speaking, need to show that there exist NFAs

A1 and A2 that have N and M states, respectively, such that any NFA recogniz-

ing ω(L(A1), L(A2)) needs at least fω(N,M) states. In the early 90’s, lower bound

methods called fooling set methods were developed [2, 3, 17]. These methods are

considered to be the canonical method for proving a lower bound.

There are few relevant publications establishing lower bounds on nondeterministic

state complexity for PCR-related operations. The notable exception is the bound

established on alphabetic site-directed insertion [8]. Alphabetic site-directed insertion

is a variant of the site-directed insertion operation where only a single symbol is

overlapped as the context for the insertion. Since there have been few results, it is

useful to examine other operations which have similar properties. There have been

several papers describing the state complexity of the shuffle operation, which acts to

zipper merge two words [4, 6]. Lastly, Han et al. [19] proved tight bounds on the

state complexity of the ordinary insertion operation, which places one word inside

another.

Site-directed insertion is a variant of contextual insertion where a non-empty prefix

and suffix from the inserted string must match a component of the target string. An

upper bound on nondeterministic state complexity for this operation was provided

when it was proven to preserve regularity [8, 7]. The upper bound was achieved

through providing an NFA construction with a nondeterministic state complexity of

3NM+2N . In chapter 4, we will show an improved upper bound of 3NM , with a near
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lower bound of 3NM −M for the nondeterministic state complexity of site-directed

insertion.

Site-directed deletion is similar to site-directed insertion, but instead of inserting,

it removes a section of the string. The operation had an established upper bound on

nondeterministic state complexity of 2NM + 2N , as shown by Cho et al. [9]. We

were able to improve the upper bound to 2NM + N along with a near lower bound

of 2NM .

1.3 Organization of Thesis

This thesis contains different chapters exploring PCR inspired languages. The fol-

lowing is a summary of their contents:

2 Preliminaries This chapter reviews important definitions as well as nondeter-

ministic finite automata models and important theorems for determining state

complexity bounds.

3 Prefix, Suffix, Infix and Outfix This chapter presents tight bounds on non-

deterministic and deterministic state complexity for the prefix operation. We

also present nondeterministic state complexity bounds for suffix, infix, and out-

fix operations.

4 Site-Directed Insertion Operation and Variants In this chapter we present

fairly closer upper bounds and lower bounds on nondeterministic state com-

plexity for prefix-directed insertion, suffix-directed insertion and site-directed

insertion.
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5 Unary Site-Directed Insertion In this chapter we consider the nondeter-

ministic state complexity of site-directed insertion restricted to languages over

a one-letter alphabet.

6 Site-Directed Deletion In this chapter we show bounds on the nondeterminis-

tic state complexity for the site-directed deletion operation. Unary site-directed

deletion is also considered.

7 Conclusion This chapter reviews and summarizes the results of the thesis and

provides suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this section, we will review the definition of nondeterministic finite automata (NFA)

and how computations are intrinsically linked with their languages. We will also

review several useful results for discussing state complexity of nondeterministic ma-

chines. Finally, the chapter will conclude with a review of unary NFAs.

2.1 Formal Languages

An alphabet Σ is a collection of letters used to construct words w. Words are se-

quences of letters and the length of a word is denoted |w|, and, is the number of

letters contained. The empty word ε is the word containing no letters which means

it has a length of zero. We recursively define Σi to be {xy | x ∈ Σi−1 and y ∈ Σ},

where 1 < i and Σ0 = {ε}. We define Σ∗ to be
∞⋃

0≤i
Σi, and Σ+ to be

∞⋃
1≤i

Σi

A set of words is called a language L. A language is called finite if the number

of words contained in the language is a whole number. Cardinality of a set is the

number elements contained in the set, we denote cardinality as |L|. We define an

infinite language as having infinite cardinality.
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Example 1. For a finite language L = {ε, a, aa, aaa, b, bb, bbb} with alphabet Σ = {a, b},

|L| = 7, |aa| = 2.

Many of the operations studied in this thesis are dependent on different affixes,

those affixes are defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Non-empty Prefix). A word w ∈ Σ∗ has a non-empty prefix of x if we

decompose the word w into xz provided x 6= ε.

Definition 2 (Non-empty Suffix). A word w ∈ Σ∗ has a non-empty suffix of z if we

decompose the word w into xz provided z 6= ε.

Definition 3 (Non-empty Infix). A word w ∈ Σ∗ has a non-empty infix of y if we

decompose the word w into xyz provided y 6= ε.

Definition 4 (Non-empty Outfix). A word w ∈ Σ∗ has a non-empty outfix of x, z if

we decompose the word w into xyz provided x, z 6= ε.

Definition 5 (Non-empty Bifix). A word w ∈ Σ∗ has a non-empty bifix of x, z if we

identify a non-empty prefix x and a non-empty suffix z for the word w.

2.2 Automata and Regular Languages

The main computational model we will use is the finite automaton that reads input

one character at a time and changes state according to a transition function.

Definition 6. (Nondeterministic Finite Automata). An NFA A = (Q,Σ, δ, s, F ), is

defined as a tuple of the following:

• Q is the finite set of states of A.
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• Σ is the finite alphabet of characters.

• δ is the partial transition function defined over Q× Σ→ 2Q.

• s is the start state, s ∈ Q.

• F is the set of final states, F ⊆ Q.

The nondeterministic aspect of the aforementioned automata is that the transition

function allows for a set of states to be returned as a result of a given state/character

pairing. This implies that a computation is capable of being in many states at once.

For a computation to be accepted, only one of the current states must be a final state

at the end of a given word.

For every string, there is an ordered set of states that are visited during the

computation, which is called a path. A path can be used to prove the correctness of

an automaton recognizing a given language.

q0start q1 q2 · · · qN−1

a, b

a a, b a, b a, b

Figure 2.1: Example of a nondeterministic finite automaton.

Example 2. The automaton in Figure 2.1 recognizes the binary language where the

(N − 1)th last character is an a. The states returned from δ(q0, a) = {q0, q1}.

An extension of an NFA, called a ε-NFA, allows transitions labeled by the empty

word. This allows for transitions between states without reading from the input

string. NFAs containing ε transitions are called ε-NFAs.
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Proposition 1. For any ε-NFA with N states, an equivalent N-state NFA can be

constructed without ε transitions [19, 40].

Definition 7 (deterministic finite automaton). A deterministic finite automaton

(DFA) is defined as an NFA A = (Q,Σ, δ, s, F ), where

for all q ∈ Q and for all a ∈ Σ, |δ(q, a)| ≤ 1

DFAs and NFAs recognize exactly the class of regular languages. There exists

an algorithm to convert NFAs to DFAs. This algorithm has the potential to require

an exponential number of states to represent the same language [28]. Non-regular

languages are beyond the scope of this thesis.

2.3 Lower Bounds on Nondeterministic State Complexity

NFAs can be constructed to recognize a given language, but, it is a challenge to show

that all the states are essential. The state complexity for a given automaton is the

minimal number of states required to recognize its language. The state complexity

to recognize a language L using an NFA is defined by the function nsc(L), which

is the nondeterministic state complexity of the language L. To prove that a given

language L has a minimum state complexity, we must prove that the upper and lower

bound on state complexity are the same. When bounds are the same, we call this a

tight bound.

Definition 8 (Fooling set method). A fooling set for a language L is defined as

FS = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xn, yn)} such that xiyi ∈ L, for i = 1, 2, ..., n and xiyj /∈ L

or xjyi /∈ L where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and i 6= j.
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The canonical method for finding lower bounds on nondeterministic state com-

plexity is the extended fooling set method [27, 29]. The fooling set method uses a

fooling set to prove the existence of unique states through a natural extension of the

Myhill-Nerode Theorem [28].

The fooling set method is used to provide a lower bound on nondeterministic state

complexity of a language. We visualize the use of the fooling set in Figure 2.2. The

fooling set contains words from L that are divided into x and y components. The

computation is halted in a particular state when transitioning from reading x1 to

reading y1. This particular state must be unique if no other pairing (xi, yi) can make

a word in L with the words x1yi or xiy1. Examining Figure 2.2, if both x1yi and xiy1

were in the language then it would be ambiguous whether or not q1 is equivalent to

qi.

start q4

q3

q2

q1

q5

...

qn

end

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

xn

y1

y2

y3

y4

y5

yn

Figure 2.2: Visualization of the fooling set for an NFA with n states.

Since finding an exact lower bound using the fooling set method has been shown
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to be NP-Hard[18], finding a tight lower bound requires insight into the language

structure. Additionally, fooling sets can be arbitrarily bad with respect to nondeter-

ministic state complexity [29].

2.4 Unary Languages

A unary language is a language where the alphabet Σ contains a single character.

This means that every word in the language may only contain one letter repeated in

varying amounts. A tally counting system is likely to be the most ubiquitous example

of a unary language.
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Chapter 3

Prefix, Suffix, Infix and Outfix

There has been a great deal of work conducted on prefix, suffix and infix computation

when considering a single language. The majority of this work shows that a language

is prefix-, suffix-, infix- or bifix-free [14, 22, 38]. Significant work has also been

conducted to study DNA codes, which has focused primarily on encoding properties

[31].

These particular operations have not been studied in the context of language oper-

ations between regular languages. In particular, the non-deterministic state complex-

ity has not been described. The structures and techniques employed in the following

chapter are utilized to improve upper and lower bound in chapter 4.

3.1 Prefix Operation

The prefix operation imposes that a particular prefix is within a set of recognized

words. We can define the prefix restriction on strings by checking if a string x ∈ Σ+

is the prefix of another string w ∈ Σ∗,
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w
Prefix←−−−−x =


{w} if x a non-empty prefix of w

∅ otherwise

The result of this operation is to include the strings w that contain x as a proper

prefix, and exclude all words that do not. This operation can be expanded to recognize

languages L1, L2 ⊆ Σ∗ with the following,

Definition 9 (Prefix). For languages L1 and L2, the prefix language of L2 on L1 is

defined as follows, L1
Prefix←−−−−L2 = {xz | xz ∈ L1, x ∈ L2, x 6= ε}

The language L1
Prefix←−−−−L2 consists of words of L1 that contains words from L2

as non-empty prefixes. An automaton can be constructed to recognize L1
Prefix←−−−−L2

where NFAs A1 and A2 recognize L1 and L2 respectively.

Theorem 1. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states respectively. The language

L(A1)
Prefix←−−−−L(A2) can be recognized with an NFA containing NM + 1 states.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2) recognize L1 and L2

with N and M states, respectively. Given these NFAs, we can construct an NFA

APre = (QPre,Σ,Ω, (s
′
1, s
′
2), FPre), where

QPre = {(s′1, s′2)} ∪ (Q× (P\F2)) ∪ (Q× {pf}),

The state pf is used to collapse all final states from F2 into one. This is done since

it does not matter which final state in A2 was reached. The final states of Apre are

(qi, pf ) ∈ FPre where qi ∈ F1. The transitions of Ω are defined as follows:
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(i) for the start state (s′1, s
′
2) :

Ω((s′1, s
′
2), α) = {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(s1, α) and p′ ∈ γ(s2, α), p′ /∈ F2}

∪ {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(s1, α) and γ(s2, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

(ii) for (q, p) where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P\F2:

Ω((q, p), α) = {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α), p′ /∈ F2}

∪ {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and γ(p, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

(iii) for (q, pf ) where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q, pf ), α) = {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
Prefix←−−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(Apre):

Generally speaking, Apre uses the state (s′1, s
′
2) to enforce the non-empty prefix

condition, the states (q, p) to simulate the intersection of the prefix x and the states

(q, pf ) to simulate the suffix z.

We want to show that any word in L(A1)
Prefix←−−−−L(A2) is recognized by Apre. To

accomplish this, the states of Apre can be divided into q and p components. An ac-

cepting computation on Apre requires that both q and p components are in a final

state after reading the input. To prove the language is a subset, we can follow the

computation of any word xz ∈ L(A1)
Prefix←−−−−L(A2) for each state component and show

that it must end in a final state. By the definition of L(A1)
Prefix←−−−−L(A2), xz is rec-

ognized by A1 with an accepting path of states PA1= s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qz. Additionally,
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x is recognized by A2, with an accepting path of states PA2=s2, . . . , px.

If we follow the q component first, we can see the initial state follows the transitions

set in (i), which adheres to δ when transitioning. All other states also adhere to δ

when transitioning the q component for both (ii) and (iii). Since Apre can only be in an

accepting state when the q component is an accepting state for A1, the q component

of Apre “accepts” xz.

Next, we follow the p component of each state in Apre as xz is read. The transitions

in (i) and (ii) are consistent with γ. The only time it is inconsistent is when a transi-

tion would bring the p to an accepting state in A2. When a transition would land in

an accepting state of A2, it is instead replaced with F in Apre. Thus, since x is recog-

nized by A2, the p component of states in Apre will result in F , which, once reached,

only allows transitions from (iii). Transitions from (iii) never update the p component

of the state. With the two components of a state in Apre being satisfied, the accepting

path (s′1, s
′
2), . . . , (qx, pf ), . . . , (qz, pf ) exists for any word xz ∈ L(A1)

Prefix←−−−−L(A2) in

L(Apre).

Secondly we show the inclusion L(Apre) ⊆ L(A1)
Prefix←−−−−L(A2):

We can show that the words in L(Apre) are in L(A1)
Prefix←−−−−L(A2) by decomposing

the words from L(Apre) into two sub words w1 and w2. The prefix w1 follows from

transitions from (i) and (ii) and must be non-empty. The prefix w1 must be a valid

prefix in a word in L(A1) and a word in L(A2), this is because the transitions (i) and

(ii) are consistent with δ and γ for q and p components respectively. The prefix w1

end when the p component reaches a state pf , signifying w1 ∈ L(A2). Finally, the

suffix w2 only follows transitions defined in (iii), meaning the suffix only updates the

state in terms of states from A1. Since all transitions in Apre adhere to δ, and the
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s′1, s
′
2start 1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 · · · 1, f · · · 1,m

2, 1 2, 2 2, 3 · · · 2, f

· · ·

2,m

...
...

...
...

...

n, 1 n, 2 n, 3 · · · n, f · · · n,m

Figure 3.1: The construction of the prefix automaton.

final state in Apre must have the q component in a final state, all words of Apre must

be in A1.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the construction of APre that recognizes L1
Prefix←−−−−L2. In the

figure, the boxes encapsulate different transition rules. The outer box reflects that

classical intersection transitions are present and the inner box reflects the presence

of A1 transitions between the states regardless of the state in P . An example of the

construction for the prefix automaton is contained in Figure 3.2.

It is interesting to note that the final states from A2 collapse into a single state

in the construction. This could lead to a linear factor of state saving for languages

with many final states. But, in the worst case where, A2 contains only one final state,

there are no state savings for this construction.

It is also worth noting that the prefix operation, as defined in Theorem 1, produces

a DFA if A1 and A2 are DFAs. This is because the transitions defined in Ω do not

introduce nondeterminism.
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Corollary 1. If A1 and A2 are deterministic finite automata, then we can construct

a DFA recognizing L(A1)
Prefix←−−−−L(A2) with NM + 1 states.

To achieve a tight bound on state complexity, we need to provide a case where all

states in the construction are necessary.

Theorem 2. For M , N ∈ N, there exists two regular languages L1 and L2 over

binary alphabets with NFAs that have N and M states, respectively. Then, any NFA

for L1
Prefix←−−−−L2 needs at least MN + 1 states.

Proof. If we define the functions #a(w) and #b(w) to count the number of a′s

and b′s for a given word w, we take L1 = {w ∈ {a, b}∗|#a(w) ≡ 0 mod N} and

L2 = {w ∈ {a, b}∗|#b(w) ≡ 0 mod M} to construct a witness language L1
Prefix←−−−−L2.

The witness language can be defined as follows,

L1
Prefix←−−−−L2 = {xz | #a(xz) ≡ 0 mod N and #b(x) ≡ 0 mod M}

A fooling set FS can be constructed for L1
Prefix←−−−−L2,

FS = {(bM−iaN−j, ajbi)|0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N} ∪ {(ε, aNbM)}

We can easily see that for any element (x, y), the word xy must contain N a′s and

M b′s, ensuring all the elements are in the language.

We consider the two pairs

(x, y) = (bM−iaN−j, ajbi) and (x′, y′) = (bM−i
′
aN−j

′
, aj

′
bi

′
),

where (i, j) 6= (i′, j′) and 0 ≤ i, i′ < M, 0 ≤ j, j′ < N . We can show that either
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(x, y′) or (x′, y) are not in the language L1
Prefix←−−−−L2, when (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS.

For each word in the subset we have selected, the start of each word is a b character

which imposes that an additional M −1 b′s must be in the prefix. If we assume i < i′

or j < j′ then, any word x′y = bM−i
′
aN−j

′
ajbi has (M − i′ + i) mod M 6= 0 b’s or

N − j′ + j mod N 6= 0 a’s since i 6= i′ or j 6= j′. This implies that you cannot make

a word from xy′.

Thus far, the subset considered accounts for NM terms,but, we are also able to

consider the additional element (ε, aNbM). If we consider the words made by taking

the first term of the additional element and concatenating it with the second term of

all the elements we have already considered, then we get the following words, ε · ajbi

where 0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N . These words are not in the witness language since they

never contain a multiple of N a’s or M b’s except, when i = j = 0. When i = j = 0,

we violate the minimum length since the word has a length of zero.

By constructing a fooling set, we have shown a lower bound on state complexity

for an NFA, recognizing L1
Prefix←−−−−L2 has at least NM + 1 states.

Since we have a lower bound and an upper bound of MN + 1, we can conclude,

that this is a tight bound.

Corollary 2. Let L1 and L2 be regular languages. Then in the worst case NM + 1

states are necessary and sufficient to recognize L1
Prefix←−−−−L2.

3.2 Suffix Operation

Similar to the prefix operation, we can define a restriction on strings by checking if a

string z ∈ Σ+ is the suffix of another string w ∈ Σ∗,
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s′1, s
′
2start

q0, pf q0, p1 q0, p2 q0, p3

q1, pf q1, p1 q1, p2 q1, p3

q2, pf q2, p1 q2, p2 q2, p3

q3, pf q3, p1 q3, p2 q3, p3

a

b

b
b b

b

b
b b

b

b
b

b

b

b
b b

b

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Figure 3.2: A diagram representing the automaton Apre when L1 = {w ∈
{a, b}∗|#a(w) ≡ 0 mod 4} and L2 = {w ∈ {a, b}∗|#b(w) ≡ 0 mod 4}.

w
Suffix←−−−−z =


{w} if z a non-empty suffix of w

∅ otherwise

The suffix operation recognizes strings w that contain z as a proper suffix, and

excludes all words that do not. This operation can be expanded to recognize languages

L1, L2 ⊆ Σ∗ with the following,

Definition 10 (Suffix). For languages L1 and L2 the suffix language of L2 on L1 is

defined as follows, L1
Suffix←−−−−L2 = {xz | xz ∈ L1, z ∈ L2, z 6= ε}

This operation recognizes words from L1 that contain words from L2 as a non-

empty suffix. We can extend this definition to operate on NFAs A1 and A2 which

recognize L1 and L2 respectively.
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Theorem 3. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states respectively. The language

L(A1)
Suffix←−−−−L(A2) can be recognized with an NFA containing NM + 1 states.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2) recognizing L1 and L2

with N and M states, respectively. Given these NFAs, we can construct an NFA

ASuf = (QSuf ,Σ,Ω, (s1, s2), {(F ′1, F ′2)}), where

QSuf = {(F ′1, F ′2)} ∪ (Q× P )

The final state (F ′1, F
′
2) is added to enforce the non-empty property. The transitions

of Ω are defined as follows,

(i) for (q, s2) where q ∈ Q :

Ω((q, s2), α) = {(q′, s2)|q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

(ii) for (q, p) where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p), α) = {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(F ′1, F ′2) | δ(q, α) ∩ F1 6= ∅ and γ(p, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
Suffix←−−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(Asuf ):

Generally speaking, the states (q, s2) simulate the computation of x and non-

deterministically begin reading z. The states (q, p) then simulate the computation of

z. Finally, the state (F ′1, F
′
2) is used to ensure the non-empty condition on z.

It is necessary to show that if a word is in L(A1)
Suffix←−−−−L(A2) then Asuf recognizes

it. If we take a word xz ∈ L1
Suffix←−−−−L2 then, let PA1(xz) be an accepting path
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s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qz of xz ∈ L(A1) in A1 and PA2(z) be an accepting path s2, . . . , pz of

z ∈ L(A2) in A2. If we read xz in Asuf then from the initial state, (s1, s2) of Asuf

the first symbol of x is read using transitions from (i) and (ii). The transitions (i)

allows Asuf to simulate the path s1, . . . , qx resulting in state (qx, s2). The transitions

defined (ii) allow Asuf to simulate the paths qx, . . . , qz of PA1 and s2, . . . , pz of PA2 .

The computation is complete when the state (F ′1, F
′
2) is reached at the end of

the input. This final state can only be reached by transition (ii) which enforces the

minimum length of x, and requires both state components to reach a final state.

Secondly we show the inclusion L(Asuf ) ⊆ L(A1)
Suffix←−−−−L(A2):

If Asuf recognizes xz, then, A1 recognizes xz and A2 recognizes z. We decompose

an accepting path (s1, s2), . . . , (F ′1, F
′
2) in Asuf for a string xz ∈ L(Asuf ) into two

paths P1 and P2 such that,

P1 = (s1, s2), ..., (qx, s2),P2 = (qx, s2), . . . , (F ′1, F
′
2)

Path P1 demonstrates the existence of a path s1, . . . , qx in PA1 that recognizes a

string x. Path P2 shows that there exists a path qx, . . . , F1 in PA1 and s2, . . . , F2 in

PA2 . This terminates the simulation at the final state (F ′1, F
′
2), which implies that, if

Asuf recognizes xz, then there exists an accepting paths on A1 and A2 that recognize

strings xz and z, where z 6= ε.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the construction of the automaton ASuf which recognizes the

language L1
Suffix←−−−−L2. In the figure, the boxes encapsulate different transition rules.

The outer box reflects the classical intersection transitions are present and the inner
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s1, s2start s1, 2 s1, 3 · · · s1,m

2, s2 2, 2 2, 3 · · · 2,m

...
...

...
...

n, s2 n, 2 n, 3 · · · n,m F ′1, F
′
2

Figure 3.3: The construction of the suffix automaton.

box reflects the presence of A1 transitions between the states inside without needing

to advance the state in P . All states contained inside the boxes may transition to

(F ′1, F
′
2) provided the criteria in (ii) are met.

The proof for the lower bound for the suffix operation is essentially the same as

the lower bound for prefix. We can intuit this result from the fact that if we reverse

the fooling set for the prefix operation we get the fooling set for the suffix operation.

Thus the two operation should have the same lower bound, and near identical lower

bound proofs.

Theorem 4. For M , N ∈ N, there exists two regular languages L1 and L2 over

binary alphabets with NFAs that have N and M states respectively. Then any NFA

for L1
Suffix←−−−−L2 needs at least MN + 1 states.

Proof. If we define the functions #a(w) and #b(w) to count the number of a′s and

b′s for a given word w, we take L1 = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | #a(w) ≡ 0 mod N} and

L2 = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | #b(w) ≡ 0 mod M} to construct a witness language L1
Suffix←−−−−L2.
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The witness language can be defined as follows,

L1
Suffix←−−−−L2 = {xz | #a(xz) ≡ 0 mod N and #b(x) ≡ 0 mod M}

A fooling set FS can be constructed for L1
Suffix←−−−−L2,

FS = {(biaj, aN−jbM−i) | 0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N} ∪ {(aNbM , ε)}

We can easily see that for any element (x, y), the word x · y must contain N a′s and

M b′s, ensuring all the elements are in the language.

We consider the two pairs

(x, y) = (biaj, aN−jbM−i) and (x′, y′) = (bi
′
aj

′
, aN−j

′
bM−i

′
),

where (i, j) 6= (i′, j′) and 0 ≤ i, i′ < M, 0 ≤ j, j′ < N . We can show that either

(x, y′) or (x′, y) are not in the language L1
Suffix←−−−−L2.

Since each word in the subset ends with a b character this imposes that an addi-

tional M − 1 b′s must be in the suffix. If we assume i < i′ or j < j′ then, any word

x′y = bi
′
aj

′ · aN−jbM−i has (M − i + i′) mod M 6= 0 b’s or N − j + j′ mod N 6= 0

a’s since i 6= i′ or j 6= j′. This implies that the word xy′ is not in L1
Suffix←−−−−L2.

Thus far, the subset considered accounts for NM terms, but we are also able to

consider the additional element (aNbM , ε). If we consider the words made by taking

the second term of the additional element and concatenating it with the first term of

all the elements we have already considered, we get the following words, biaj ·ε where

0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N . These words are not in the witness language since they
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never contain a multiple of N a’s or M b’s except, when i = j = 0. When i = j = 0,

we violate the minimum length since the word has a length of zero.

By constructing a fooling set, we have shown a lower bound on state complexity

for an NFA, recognizing L1
Suffix←−−−−L2 has at least NM + 1 states.

Since we have a lower bound and an upper bound of MN + 1, we can conclude,

that this is a tight bound.

Corollary 3. Let L1 and L2 be regular languages. Then in the worst case NM + 1

states are necessary and sufficient to recognize L1
Suffix←−−−−L2.

The construction for the suffix operation, although similar to the prefix operation

does not share all the same properties. The construction described in theorem 3

implies that the automaton is nondeterministic. This nondeterminism is introduced

when the machine nondeterministically “guesses” when the non-empty suffix begins.

Because of this nondeterminism, even if we provide DFAs A1 and A2 that recognize

L1 and L2 respectively the constructed automaton will be an NFA. This means that

the upper bound on deterministic state complexity of the suffix operation remains an

open problem.

3.3 Infix Operation

With the infix operation, it is no longer required that the sub-word recognized is fixed

at the beginning or end of the word, as was the case with prefix or suffix operations.

The infix operation, as a word constraint, checks if a string y ∈ Σ+ is the infix of

another string w ∈ Σ∗,
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w
Infix←−−−y =


{w} if y a non-empty infix of w

∅ otherwise

The result of this operation is the acceptance of strings w that contain y as an

infix, and a rejection of all words that do not. This operation can be expanded to

apply to languages L1, L2 ⊆ Σ∗ with the following,

Definition 11 (Infix). For languages L1 and L2 the infix language of L2 on L1 is

defined as follows, L1
Infix←−−−L2 = {xyz | xyz ∈ L1, y ∈ L2, y 6= ε}

The infix operation can be extended to operate on NFAs A1 and A2 which recog-

nize L1 and L2 respectively. This extension provides an upper bound on nondeter-

ministic state complexity.

Theorem 5. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states respectively. The language

L(A1)
Infix←−−−L(A2) can be recognized with an NFA containing NM +N states.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2) recognizing L1 and L2

with N and M states, respectively. Given these NFAs, we can construct an NFA

Ain = (Qin,Σ,Ω, (s1,♣), Fin), where

Qin = (Q× {♣}) ∪ (Q× (P\F2)) ∪ (Q× {pf})

The Q× {pf} are used to represent all the final states from A2. The final states for

Ain are Fin=(qi, pf ) where qi ∈ F1. The transitions of Ω are defined as follows:
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(i) for (q,♣) where q ∈ Q :

Ω((q,♣), α) = {(q′,♣) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(s2, α)}

∪ {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and γ(s2, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

(ii) for (q, p) where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P\F2:

Ω((q, p), α) = {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and γ(p, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

(iii) for (q, pf ) where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q, pf ), α) = {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
Infix←−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(Ain):

Generally speaking, the states (q,♣) simulate the computation of x and non-

deterministically start reading y. The states (q, p) are required to compute the infix

y. Finally, the states (q, pf ) are used to finish the computation of z.

We need to prove that if a word in L(A1)
Infix←−−−L(A2) then the word is recognized

by Ain. Let PA1(xyz) be an accepting path s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qy, . . . , qz of xyz ∈ L(A1)

on A1 and PA2(y) be an accepting path s2, . . . , py of y ∈ L(A2) on A2. From the initial

state (s1,♣) of Ain, the first sub-word x is read using transitions from (i) resulting

in state (qx,♣). Then, the automaton Ain can non-deterministically decide to move

to states (q, p) upon reading the first symbol of y. Ain then reads y using transitions
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in (ii) resulting in the state (qy, pf ). At the final symbol in y, Ain, then transitions

to state (qy, pf ) since py is an accepting state in A2. Finally, Ain, then reads z and

uses the transitions defined in (iii) to move from (qy, pf ) to (qz, pf ) which is the final

state.

Secondly we show the inclusion L(Ain) ⊆ L(A1)
Infix←−−−L(A2):

If Ain recognizes xyz then A1 recognizes xyz and A2 recognizes y. We can de-

compose an accepting path (s′1,♣), . . . , (qz, pf ) for a string xyz ∈ L(Asuf ) into three

paths P1, P2 and P3 such that,

P1 = (s′1,♣), ..., (q′x,♣),P2 = (qx, s2), . . . , (qy, pf ),P3 = (qy, pf ), . . . , (qz, pf )

Path P1 shows that there exists a path s1, . . . , qx in PA1 that recognizes a string

x. Path P2 shows that there exists a path qx, . . . , qy in PA1 and s2, . . . , py in PA2 .

The final path P3 shows that there is a path qy, . . . , qz in PA1 . This terminates the

simulation at the final state (qz, pf ), and it implies that if Ain recognizes xyz, then

there exists an accepting paths on A1 and A2 that recognize strings xyz and y.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the construction of Ain that recognizes L(A1)
Infix←−−−L(A2).

In the figure, the boxes encapsulate different transition rules. The left box contains

states where the out transitions are defined in (i), and the right box reflects the

presence of out transitions defined by (ii). Finally, the states that only have out

transitions defined by (iii) are contained in the interior box on the right. An example

of the construction for the infix automaton is contained in Figure 3.5.

It is interesting to note that, as with the prefix operation, the infix operation
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1,♣start

2,♣

...

n,♣

1, 1 1, 2 1, 3 · · · 1, pf · · · 1,m

2, 1 2, 2 2, 3 · · · 2, pf

· · ·

2,m

...
...

...
...

...

n, 1 n, 2 n, 3 · · · n, pf · · · n,m

Figure 3.4: The construction of the infix automaton.

construction also collapses the final states of A2 into a single state in the construction.

This could lead to a linear factor of state savings for languages with many final states.

But, in the worst case, where A2 contains only one final state, there are no state

savings for this construction.

Theorem 6. For M , N ∈ N, there exists two regular languages L1 and L2 over

binary alphabets with NFAs that have N and M states respectively. Then any NFA

for L1
Infix←−−−L2 needs at least MN +N states.

Proof. Let L1 = {w ∈ {a, b}∗|#a(w) ≡ 0 mod N} and L2 = {w ∈ {b}∗|#b(w) ≡ 0

mod M}. We can construct a fooling set FS = FS1∪FS2 for the language L1
Infix←−−−L2

where,

FS1 = {(ajbi, bM−iaN−j)|0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N}

FS2 = {(ajbM , aN−j)|0 ≤ j < N}

We need to prove the fooling properties hold for each set and between the sets. The
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witness language is defined by,

L1
Infix←−−−L2 = {w ∈ ((a∗)(b∗))∗(bM)+((a∗)(b∗))∗|#a(w) ≡ 0 mod N}

It is easy to see that all words in FS1 and FS2 contain N a′s and M b′s. For

any (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS1 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), we need to show (x, y′) or (x′, y)

are not in the language. If we take xy′ = ajbi · bM−i′aN−j′ and assume j < j′, then

ajbibM−iaN−j
′
/∈ L1

Infix←−−−L2. This is because the number of a′s is less than N but

greater than 0. If we assume i < i′ then, xy′ = ajbibM−i
′
aN−j /∈ L1

Infix←−−−L2. This is

because the number of b′s is less than M but greater than 0.

For any (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS2 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), we can take xy′ = ajbMaN−j
′

where j < j′, then, this word is never in the language since the number of a′s is

always less than N but greater than 0.

Finally, if we take (x, y) ∈ FS1 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS2, then, the word xy′ = ajbiaN−j
′
,

since 0 ≤ i < M in FS1. We know that the number of b′s will always be less than

M , meaning, it will never create a word in L1
Infix←−−−L2.

By the fooling set theorem, we have shown that for any NFA recognizing L1
Infix←−−−L2

it has at least NM +N states.

Since we have a lower bound and an upper bound of MN +N , we can conclude,

that this is a tight bound.

Corollary 4. Let L1 and L2 be regular languages. Then in the worst case, NM +N

states are necessary and sufficient to recognize L1
Infix←−−−L2.
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Figure 3.5: A diagram representing the automaton Ain when L1 = {w ∈
{a, b}∗|#a(w) ≡ 0 mod 4} and L2 = {w ∈ {a, b}∗|#b(w) ≡ 0 mod 4}.

3.4 Outfix Operation

The final operation for this chapter is the outfix operation. The outfix operation

is distinct from the other operations. The outfix operator enforces that a word can

be split in two and have the first half be a non-empty prefix and the second half, a

non-empty suffix, without overlapping the prefix and suffix. The outfix operation, as

a word constraint, checks if a string xz ∈ Σ∗ and 2 ≤ |xz| is the outfix of another

string w ∈ Σ∗,

w
Outfix←−−−−xz =


{w} if xz is a non-empty outfix of w

∅ otherwise

The result of this operation is the acceptance of strings w that contain xz as an

outfix, and a rejection of all words that do not. This operation can be expanded to
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apply to languages L1, L2 ⊆ Σ∗ with the following,

Definition 12 (Outfix). For languages L1 and L2 the outfix language of L2 on L1 is

defined as follows,

L1
Outfix←−−−−L2 = {xyz | xyz ∈ L1, xz ∈ L2, x 6= ε, z 6= ε}

Next we consider the nondeterministic state complexity of the outfix operation.

First we give an NFA construction that provides an upper bound for the state com-

plexity.

Theorem 7. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states respectively. The language

L(A1)
Outfix←−−−−L(A2) can be recognized with an NFA containing 3NM states.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2) recognizing L1 and L2

with N and M states, respectively. Given these NFAs, we can construct an NFA

Aout = (Qout,Σ,Ω, (s1, s2)X1 , Fout), where

Qout = (Q× P )X1 ∪ (Q× P )X2 ∪ (Q× P )X3

The final states are defined by Fout = {(q, p)X3 | q ∈ F1, p ∈ F2}. Each set of states

follow their own transition rules in Ω, which are as follows:

(i) for (q, p)X1 where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p)X1 , α) = {(q′, p′)X1 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′)X2 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}
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(ii) for (q, p)X2 where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p)X2 , α) = {(q′, p)X2 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′)X3 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

(iii) for (q, p)X3 where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p)X3 , α) = {(q′, p′)X3 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
Outfix←−−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(Aout):

Generally speaking, the states (q, p)X1 simulate the computation of x and non-

deterministically start reading y. The states (q, p)X2 are required to compute the

sub-string y. Finally, the states (q, p)X3 are used to finish the computation of z.

We need to prove that if a word is in L(A1)
Outfix←−−−−L(A2), then it is recognized

by Aout. If we take an arbitrary word xyz ∈ L(A1)
Outfix←−−−−L(A2) , then, we can

describe the accepting path for xyz and xz in A1, A2, respectively. Let PA1(xyz) be

an accepting path s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qy, . . . , qz of xyz ∈ L(A1) on A1 and PA2(xz) be an

accepting path s2, . . . , px, . . . , pz of xz ∈ L(A2) on A2.

If we simulate the computation of xyz on Aout, we can get the following accepting

path. Starting at the initial state (s1, s2)X1 and then using the transitions defined in

(i) we are able to transition to (qx, px)X2 after reading x and using the nondeterministic

transition to (qx, px)X2 instead of (qx, px)X1 . From (qx, px)X2 , we use the transitions

defined in (ii) to read y resulting in the state (qy, px)X2 . Lastly, we read z and using the

nondeterministic transition to the states (Q,P )X3 . Upon reading the first symbol of

z, we are then confined to using the transitions defined in (iii), ending the simulation
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in (qz, pz)X3 , which is a final state in Aout.

Secondly we show the inclusion L(Aout) ⊆ L(A1)
Outfix←−−−−L(A2):

We need to show that for any word xyz recognized by Aout, then the word

xyz is recognize by A1 and xz is recognized by A2. If we take an arbitrary word

w1w2w3 ∈ L(Aout) and consider the decomposition of an accepting path through Aout.

Pw1 = (s1, s2)X1 , . . . , (qw1 , pw1)X2 ,Pw2 = (q′w1
, pw1)X2 , . . . , (qw2 , pw1)X2

Pw3 = (q′w2
, p′w1

)X3 , . . . , (qw3 , pw3)X3

Where the state q′w1
is a state in δ(qw1 , βw2), if βw2 is the first symbol of w2.

Similarly, the states q′w2
, p′w1

are states in δ(qw2 , βw3), γ(pw1 , βw3) if βw3 is the first

symbol of w3.

The path Pw1 shows that a path s1, . . . , qw1 exists in PA1 and s2, . . . , pw1 in PA2 .

Path Pw2 is optional and can be circumvented with the nondeterministic transitions

defined in (ii). If a path Pw2 does exist, it implies that a path qw1 , . . . , qw2 exists in

PA1 . Finally, the path Pw3 shows a path qw2 , . . . , qw3 is in path PA1 , as well as a path

pw1 , . . . , pw3 in PA2 . The simulation ends in the final state (qw3 , pw3), when the string

w1w2w3 is recognized by A1 and w1w2 is recognized by A2.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the construction of the automaton Aout which recognizing

L(A1)
Outfix←−−−−L(A2). In the figure, the boxes encapsulate different transition rules.

The left box contains all the states with a subscript of X1, which means that their

transitions rules are defined in (i). The middle box contains states with X2 as their

subscript, the lengthwise rectangles inside the box indicate the inability to change
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s1, s2start

...

qn, s2

. . . s1, pm

...

qn, pm. . .

. . .

s1, s2

...

qn, s2

. . . s1, pm

...

qn, pm. . .

. . .

qn, s2

...

s1, s2

qn, s2

. . . s1, pm

...

qn, pm. . .

. . .

X1

X2

X3

Figure 3.6: The construction of the outfix automaton.

the p component of the states using the transitions defined in (ii). Finally, the right

box contains states with X3 as a subscript, these states use transitions defined in (iii)

and contain all final states present in the machine.

Theorem 8. For M , N ∈ N, there exists two regular languages L1 and L2 with NFAs

that have N and M states respectively. Then any NFA for L1
Outfix←−−−−L2 needs at least

2N(M-1) states.

Proof. Let L1 = {w ∈ {a, b, c}∗|#a(w) ≡ 0 mod N} and

L2 = {w ∈ {a, b}∗|#b(w) ≡ 0 mod M}. We can construct a fooling set

FS = FS1 ∪ FS2 for the language L1
Outfix←−−−−L2 where,

FS1 = {(biajcbM−i, bicaN−jbM−i) | 1 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N}
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FS2 = {(biaj, bM−icaN−j) | 1 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N}

We need to prove the fooling properties hold for each set and between the sets. The

witness language is defined by,

L1
Outfix←−−−−L2 ={xyz | xz ∈ {a, b}∗ and #b(xz) ≡ 0 mod M,

y ∈ {a, b, c}∗ and #a(xyz) ≡ 0 mod N}

For any word in FS1 we can see that it contains N a′s easily enough, but each

word starts with a b, meaning that the outfix must contain additional b′s. There must

always be M b′s in the outfix we can verify this if we consider any sub-word left of

the first c to be the prefix and any sub-word right of the second c to be the suffix.

In this way, we always have an outfix with M b′s. As with FS1, the words in FS2

always contains N a′s, and if we consider the c to be the infix y, then there is always

M b′s in the outfix.

For any (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS1 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′). We need to show (x, y′) or

(x′, y) are not in the language. If we take xy′ = biajcbM−i · bicaN−j′bM−i and assume

j < j′, then biajcbM−i · bicaN−j′bM−i /∈ L1
Outfix←−−−−L2. This is because the number of

a′s is less than N but greater than 0. If we assume i < i′, then, xy′ = biajcbM−i ·

bicaN−j
′
bM−i

′
/∈ L1

Outfix←−−−−L2. This is because the word starts with a b, implying that

the outfix must contain a b. Since the outfix must be a word in L2, then there must

be an additional M − 1 b′s in the outfix. Nothing between the two c′s in these words

can be in the outfix since c is only in Σ1, then the number of b′s in the outfix is

(M − i′ + i) mod M 6= 0.

For any (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS2 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′). If we take xy′ = biaj ·
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bM−icaN−j
′

where j < j′, then, this word is never in the language because the

number of a′s is always less than N but greater than 0. If instead, we take

xy′ = biaj · bM−i′caN−j where i < i′, then, the word always starts with a b and the

rest of the prefix before the c must have an additional M − 1 b′s. This is not true in

the case where i < i′.

Finally, if we take (x, y) ∈ FS1 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS2, then, the word

xy′ = biajcbM−i · bM−icaN−j is never in L1
Outfix←−−−−L2. We know this because the word

always starts with i b′s, where 1 ≤ i < M , but all remaining b′s in the word are

between two c′s forcing them into the y component of the word. Thus, the number

of b′s will always be less than M .

By the fooling set theorem, we have shown that for any NFA recognizing

L1
Outfix←−−−−L2 it has at least 2N(M − 1) states.

The bounds we have provided for the outfix operation contain a gap. An NFA

representing the outfix operation needs at most 3NM states, as shown in Theorem

7. The lower bound on nondeterministic state complexity as proven in Theorem 8,

is 2NM − 2N . This leaves a gap in the nondeterministic state complexity, thus the

exact bound remains an open problem.
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Chapter 4

Site-Directed Insertion and Variants

In this chapter we explore insertion operations first described in 2017, by Cho et al.

[7], those operations being prefix-guided insertion, suffix-guided insertion and outfix-

guided insertion. In a follow-up paper [8], these authors focused on restricted forms

of the language, mainly those of maximal and minimal insertion and their closure

properties. They also included a tight bound on nondeterministic state complexity

for alphabetic site-directed insertion. Additionally, these authors also changed the

name of the outfix-guided insertion operation to site-directed insertion, which likens

the operation to its biological inspiration of site-directed mutagenesis. To avoid us-

ing multiple naming systems, I have chosen to conform with the most current 2019

nomenclature of prefix-directed insertion (PreDI), suffix-directed insertion (SufDI)

and site-directed insertion (SDI).

4.1 Prefix-Directed Insertion

Prefix-directed insertion uses a guiding string to identify possible locations for inser-

tion into the host string. The use of prefix in the name of the operation refers to the

requirement that the prefix of the insertion string match the sub-string in the host.
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Definition 13 (Prefix-Directed Insertion). For languages L1 and L2, the prefix di-

rected insertion language of L2 into L1 is defined as follows:

L1
PreDI←−−−−L2 = {xy1ȳz | xy1z ∈ L1, y1ȳ ∈ L2, y1 6= ε}

For regular languages specified by NFAs A1 and A2, we construct an ε-NFA for

the prefix-directed insertion of L(A2) into L(A1). The construction gives an upper

bound for the nondeterministic state complexity of prefix-guided insertion.

Theorem 9. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states, respectively, the language

L(A1)
PreDI←−−−−L(A2) is recognized by an ε-NFA containing 2NM +N states.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2) be automata recognizing

languages L1 and L2 with N and M states, respectively. Given these NFAs, we can

construct an NFA APreDI = (QPreDI ,Σ,Ω, (s1, s2), FPreDI), where

QPreDI = {(Q× P )} ∪ {(Q̄× P )} ∪ {(Q× {♣})},

The states q̄ ∈ Q̄ have corresponding states q ∈ Q although Q and Q̄ are disjoint

sets. The final states of APreDI , FPreDI , are the states (qf ,♣) where qf ∈ F1. The

transition relation Ω is defined as follows:

(i) for (q, p) where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p), α) = {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q̄′, p′) | q̄′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, s2) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p = s2}
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(ii) for (q̄, p) where q̄ ∈ Q̄ and p ∈ P :

Ω((q̄, p), α) ={(q̄, p′) | p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

(iii) for (q̄, p) where q̄ ∈ Q̄ and p ∈ P :

Ω((q̄, p), ε) ={(q,♣) | p ∈ F2}

(iv) for (q,♣) where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q,♣), α) ={(q′,♣) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

Firstly we show the inclusion L(A1)
PreDI←−−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(APreDI):

Generally speaking, APreDI uses the states (q, s2) to read the substring x and the

states (q, p) to read the substring y1. The states (q̄, p) are used to read the substring

ȳ. Finally, the states (q,♣) are used to complete the computation, reading z.

We need to show that, for any word in L(A1)
PreDI←−−−−L(A2), it is also in

L(APreDI). If we take a word xy1ȳz ∈ L(A1)
PreDI←−−−−L(A2), then there must be a

path PA1 = s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qy1 , . . . , qz in A1 which recognizes the string xy1z. Addi-

tionally, the path PA2 = s2, . . . , py1 , . . . , pȳ must exist in A2 recognizing the string

y1ȳ.

If we consider the paths PA1 and PA2 when reading the word xy1ȳz into APreDI , we

get the following accepting path. From the start state (s1, s2), we are able to read x

using transitions from (i) to arrive at (qx, s2). When reading y1, we use the transitions

defined in (i) to arrive at the state (q̄y1 , py1). We are now restricted to transitions
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defined in (ii) and (iii). Using the transitions defined in (ii), we arrive at the state

(q̄y1 , pȳ), followed by the transitions defined in (iii) to arrive in the state (qy1 ,♣).

Finally, we conclude the computation by reading z, using the transition defined in

(iv) to arrive at the final state (qz,♣). Thus, any word in L(A1)
PreDI←−−−−L(A2) must

also be in L(APreDI).

Secondly we show the inclusionL(APreDI) ⊆ L(A1)
PreDI←−−−−L(A2):

We need to show that a word recognized by APreDI is in L(A1)
PreDI←−−−−L(A2). We

can take an accepting path PAPreDI
and decompose it into four components:

P1 = (s1, s2), . . . , (qx, s2),P2 = (qx, s2), . . . , (q̄y1 , py1)

P3 = (q̄y1 , py1), . . . , (q̄y1 , pȳ), and P4 = (qy1 ,♣), . . . , (qz,♣)

If we first consider the path P1, we see that a path s1, . . . , qx exists in PA1 rec-

ognizing the prefix x. Path P2 implies that paths qx, . . . , qy1 in PA1 and s2, . . . , py1

in PA2 both exist. These paths recognize the sub-string y1. The path P3 implies

that the path py1 , . . . , pȳ exists in PA2 and recognizes the string ȳ. Finally, the path

P4 implies the existence of a path qy1 , . . . , qz recognizing string z. The simulation

concludes in the final state (qz,♣). It is worth noting that the paths P1,P2 and P4

may contain a single element, implying that the sub-strings x, ȳ and z may each be

empty. The existence of these paths also implies that, if APreDI recognizes a string

xy1ȳz, then there exist accepting paths on A1 and A2 that recognize the strings xy1z

and y1ȳ, respectively.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the construction of an automaton APreDI that recognizes

L1
PreDI←−−−−L2. In the figure, the boxes encapsulate different transition rules. The box
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s1, s2start

...

qN , s2

. . . s1, pM

...

qN , pM. . .

. . .

s̄1, s2

...

q̄N , s2

. . . s̄1, pM

...

q̄N , pM. . .

. . .

qN ,♣

...

s1,♣

(q, p)

(q̄, p)

(q,♣)

Figure 4.1: The construction of the prefix-directed insertion automaton.

labeled with (q, p) contains the states with outgoing transitions defined in (i). The

rectangle contained inside the (q, p) box encapsulates the states responsible for reading

the prefix x. The box labeled with (q̄, p) contains states with outgoing transitions

defined in (ii) and (iii) and these states read the substring ȳ. The horizontal rectangles

signify that transitions between the rectangles are not possible. The final set of states,

in the rectangle labeled with (q,♣) are the states with outgoing transitions defined

in (iv) and which read the string z. An example of the construction for the prefix-

directed insertion automaton is contained in Figure 4.2.

We want to provide a more useful bound on nondeterministic state complexity.
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To this end, we provide a lower bound on state complexity by showing a case where

many of the states in the construction are necessary.

Theorem 10. Let M , N ∈ N. There exists regular languages L1 and L2 over a

four-letter alphabet recognized by NFAs that have N and M states, respectively, such

that any NFA for L1
PreDI←−−−−L2 needs at least 2NM +N −M states.

Proof. We take the following languages to construct our witness language:

L1 = {w | w ∈ {ï1, a, b}∗ and (#ï1
(w) + #a(w)) ≡ 0 mod N} and

L2 = {w | w ∈ {ï2, a, b}∗ and (#ï2
(w) + #b(w)) ≡ 0 mod M}.

The language L1 recognizes strings that contain a multiple of N total ï1 and a

symbols and does not contain any ï2 symbols. Similarly, the language L2 recognizes

strings that contain a multiple of M total ï2 and b symbols and does not contain

any ï1 symbols. L1 and L2 can be recognized with NFAs with N and M states

respectively. Using L1 and L2 we can produce the following witness language:

L1
PreDI←−−−−L2 = {xy1ȳz | #ï1

(xy1z) + #a(xy1z) ≡ 0 mod N and

#ï2
(y1ȳ) + #b(y1ȳ) ≡ 0 mod M,#ï1

(y1ȳ) = 0,#ï2
(xy1z) = 0, y1 6= ε}.

We can construct a fooling set FS = FS1 ∪ FS2 ∪ FS3 that contains 2NM+N-M

elements in the following way.

The first set FS1 contains NM elements and is defined as follows:

FS1 = {(aN−jïM

2 ï
M−i
2 ,ï

i

2a
j) | 0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N}.
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We can show that each tuple, when concatenated, forms a word in L1
PreDI←−−−−L2.

If we take all words of the form aN−jï
M

2 ï
M−i
2 ï

i

2a
j, we can parse each word as per

Definition 13 as follows: y1 = aN−j, ȳ = ï
M

2 ï
M−i
2 ï

i

2 and z = aj. The substring

y1 is never empty, since 0 ≤ j < N , and the string y1z always contains N a’s. The

substring ȳ always contains 2M ï2’s, which is consistent with the witness language.

We need to show that if we take (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS1 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), then

either x′y or xy′ are not in the witness language. If we assume i < i′, then without

loss of generality we can make a word x′y = aN−jï
M

2 ï
M−i′
2 ï

i

2a
j, which will contain

2M + i − i′ ï2’s, indicating that the word does not meet the language restrictions.

Similarly, if we assume j < j′, we can make the word x′y = aN−j
′
ï

M

2 ï
M−i
2 ï

i

2a
j

which will contain N + j − j′ a’s.

The next set we consider contains (N − 1)M elements and is defined as follows:

FS2 = {(aN−jbM−i, ajïi

2ï
M

2 ) | 0 < i ≤M, 0 < j < N}

.

We can decompose the words made in FS2 similarly to the ones in FS1. If we

take the words aN−jbM−iajï
i

2ï
M

2 , where 0 < i ≤ M, 0 < j ≤ N , we can set

y1 = aN−jbM−iaj and ȳ = ï
i

2ï
M

2 . y1 always contains N a′s, and y1ȳ always contains

2M b’s and ï2’s.

For each pair (x, y) ∈ FS2 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS2 where either x 6= x′ or y 6= y′, the

word x′y is not in the language L1
PreDI←−−−−L2. If j < j′, then the word aN−j

′
bM−iajï

i

2

does not contain enough a′s to meet the criteria from L1. If we take i < i′, then

aN−jbM−i
′
ajï

i

2 does not contain enough ï2 symbols to account for the missing b’s.

We need to show that the fooling set properties are maintained between FS1 and
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FS2. To this end, if we take (x, y) ∈ FS2 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS1, then the word x′y is

not in the witness language when 0 < j′ < N and xy′ is not in the witness language

when j′ = 0.

The word x′y = aN−j
′
ï

M

2 ï
M−i′
2 ajï

i

2ï
M

2 is not in the witness language when

0 < j′ < N because aj cannot be counted towards the mod N requirements of L1,

since it must be in ȳ. Thus, the count of a’s is always greater than 0 but less than

N . When j′ = 0, the word xy′ = aN−jbM−iï
i′

2 is never in the witness language since

0 < j < N . This also will not meet the L1 language requirement.

The last subset of the fooling set contains N elements and is defined as follows:

FS3 = {(aNïM

2 ï
N−j
1 ,ï

j

1) | 0 ≤ j < N}.

We can decompose each word created by the fooling set as follows: y1 = aN , ȳ = ï
M

2

and z = ï
N−j
1 ï

j

1. In this way, we can see y1ȳ always has M ï2 symbols and y1z

contains N total a’s and ï1’s.

We need to show that the pairs (x, y) ∈ FS3 maintain the fooling set properties

with (x′, y′) ∈ FS3 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′). If we take the word x′y where j < j′, then

each word aNï
M

2 ï
N−j′
1 ï

j

1 is never in our witness language, since there are N+j−j′

total a’s and ï1 symbols.

If we next consider (x, y) ∈ FS3 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS1, we can show that xy′ is not in

the witness language. The word is defined as aNï
M

2 ï
N−j
1 ï

i

2a
j and this word cannot

be in the witness language, since all ï2 symbols can only be in the ȳ sub-word. No

ï1 symbols are permitted in ȳ since it is not a character in L2. Thus, the fooling set

property is maintained between FS1 and FS3.

Lastly if we consider (x, y) ∈ FS3 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS2, we can show that xy′ is
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q0, p0start

q1, p0

q0, p1

q1, p1

q̄0, p0 q̄0, p1

q̄1, p0 q̄1, p1

q0,♣

q1,♣

b a,ï1

b

b

b

a

b,ï2

b,ï2

a,ï1

a

b

a

b

b

a

b

a

ε

ε

Figure 4.2: A diagram representing the automaton APreDI when L1 =
{w | w ∈ {ï1, a, b}∗ and (#ï1

(w) + #a(w)) ≡ 0 mod 2} and

L2 = {w | w ∈ {ï2, a, b}∗ and (#ï2
(w) + #b(w)) ≡ 0 mod 2}.

not in L1
PreDI←−−−−L2. The same argument used for the elements from FS1 applies to

the elements of FS2. The word xy′ = aNï
M

2 ï
N−j
1 ajï

i

2, always has the symbol ï1

appearing between two ï2 symbols.

The construction of an ε-NFA containing 2NM + N states acts as an upper

bound on nondeterministic state complexity, since by Proposition 1 there must exist

an equivalent NFA with the same number of states. This upper bound differs by a
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factor of M from the lower bound of 2NM + N −M . The problem of closing this

difference remains open. The similarity of the bounds is promising and suggests that

a tight bound could yet be found.

4.2 Suffix-Directed Insertion

The similarities between the prefix and suffix operations are mirrored in prefix-

directed and suffix-directed insertion. The construction of NFAs recognizing suffix-

directed and prefix-directed insertion operations are similar and result in the same

state complexity. Although suffix-directed insertion has some state savings properties

associated with collapsing the final states.

Definition 14 (Suffix-Directed Insertion). For languages L1 and L2, the suffix di-

rected insertion language of L2 into L1 is defined as follows:

L1
SufDI←−−−−L2 = {xȳy2z | xy2z ∈ L1, ȳy2 ∈ L2, y2 6= ε}

For regular languages specified by NFAs A1 and A2, we construct an ε-NFA for

the suffix-directed insertion of L(A2) into L(A1). The construction gives an upper

bound for the nondeterministic state complexity of suffix-guided insertion.

Theorem 11. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states, respectively, the language

L(A1)
SufDI←−−−−L(A2) is recognized by an ε-NFA containing 2NM +N states.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2) be automata recognizing

languages L1 and L2 with N and M states, respectively. Given these NFAs, we can
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construct an NFA ASufDI = (QSufDI ,Σ,Ω, (s1,♣), FSufDI), where

QSufDI = {(Q× {♣})} ∪ {(Q̄× P )} ∪ {(Q× P\F2)} ∪ {(Q× {pf})}.

The states q̄ ∈ Q̄ have corresponding states q ∈ Q although Q and Q̄ are disjoint sets.

The final states of ASufDI are states (qi, pf ) where qi ∈ F1. The state pf is used to

collapse all final states from F2 into one. The transitions of Ω are defined as follows:

(i) for (q,♣) where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q,♣), α) = {(q′,♣) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

(ii) for (q,♣) where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q,♣), ε) = {(q, s2)}

(iii) for (q̄, p) where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q̄, p), α) = {(q̄, p′) | p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and γ(p, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

(iv) for (q, p) where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p), ε) = {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and γ(p, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}
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(v) for (q, pf ) where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q, pf ), α) = {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

We first show the inclusion L(A1)
SufDI←−−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(ASufDI):

Generally speaking, ASufDI uses the states (q,♣) to compute the substring x, the

states (q̄, p) to read the inserted string ȳ and the states (q, p) to read the sub-string

y2. Finally, the states (q, pf ) are used to complete the computation, reading z.

If we take an arbitrary word xȳy2z from L1
SufDI←−−−−L2, the existence of this word

implies that a path PA1 = s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qy2 , . . . , qz exists in A1 which recognizes xy2z

and a path PA2 = s2, . . . , pȳ, . . . , py2 , . . . , pz exists in A2 which recognizes ȳy2z.

We can construct an accepting path through ASufDI to compute the word xȳy2z.

We start at (s1,♣) and, using transitions defined in (i) to read x, arrive at the state

(qx,♣). Next, we use the ε transition in (ii) to transition to the state (q̄x, s2). Using

the transitions defined in (iii), we read ȳ to arrive at (q̄x, pȳ). To read y2, we use the

transition defined in (iii) to arrive at the state (q′x, p
′
ȳ) and then use the transitions

defined in (iv) to arrive at (qy2 , pf ). Finally, we use the transitions defined in (v) to

read x and arrive at the final state (qx, pf ).

Secondly we show the inclusion L(ASufDI) ⊆ L(A1)
SufDI←−−−−L(A2):

To show the inclusion L(ASufDI) ⊆ L(A1)
SufDI←−−−−L(A2), we need to

show that, if a word is recognized by ASufDI , then the word is in

L(A1)
SufDI←−−−−L(A2). If we take a word xȳy2z with an accepting path

PSufDI = (s1,♣), . . . , (qx,♣), (q̄x, s2), . . . , (q̄x, pȳ), . . . , (qy2 , pf ), . . . , (qz, pf ), we can

decompose this path into four components recognizing the different sub-words:
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P1 = (s1,♣), . . . , (qx,♣),P2 = (q̄x, s2), . . . , (q̄x, pȳ)

P3 = (q̄x, pȳ), . . . , (qy2 , F ), and P4 = (qy2 , F ), . . . , (qz, F )

Path P1 implies that a path s1, . . . , qx exists in PA1 recognizing the prefix x. Path

P2 implies that the path s2, . . . , pȳ exists in PA2 recognizing ȳ. The paths before path

P3 could each read ε to reach P3. Since y2 6= ε path P3 must read a non-empty word,

implying that paths qx, . . . , qy2 and pȳ, . . . , py2 exist in PA1 and PA2 , respectively.

Finally, the path P4 implies that the path qy2 , . . . , qz exists in A1 and the simulation

concludes in the state (qz, pf ). This implies that ȳy2 ∈ L(A2) and xy2z ∈ L(A1) and

since y2 6= ε, we satisfy the criteria for a word to be in L(A1)
SufDI←−−−−L(A2).

Figure 4.3 illustrates the construction of an automaton ASufDI that recognizes

L1
SufDI←−−−−L2. In the figure, the boxes encapsulate different transition rules. The box

labeled with (q,♣) contains states with outgoing transitions defined in (i), these

states are responsible for reading the prefix x. The rectangles contained inside the

(q̄, p) box encapsulates the states responsible for reading the substring ȳ, using the

transitions defined in (iii). The horizontal rectangles signify that transitions between

the rectangles are not possible. The final set of states on the right in the rectangle

labeled with (q, p) are the states with out transitions defined in (iv) and (v). These

states read the substring y2 and z.

To provide more insight into the nondeterministic state complexity of suffix di-

rected insertion, a lower bound is helpful. The proof for a lower bound for suffix-

directed insertion is the same as the lower bound proof for prefix-directed insertion,
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s1,♣start

...

qN ,♣

s̄1, s2

...

q̄N , s2

. . . s̄1, pM

...

q̄N , pM. . .

. . .

qN , s2

...

q2, s2

s1, s2 · · · s1, pf · · · s1, pM

· · · q2, pf · · · q2, pM

...
...

· · · qN , pf · · · qN , pM

(q,♣)

(q̄, p)

(q, p)

Figure 4.3: The construction of the suffix-directed insertion automaton.

except all the words are reversed.

Theorem 12. Let M , N ∈ N. There exists regular languages L1 and L2 over a

four-letter alphabet recognized by NFAs that have N and M states, respectively, such

that any NFA for L1
SufDI←−−−−L2 needs at least 2NM +N −M states.

Proof. We take the following languages to construct our witness language:

L1 = {w | w ∈ {ï1, a, b}∗ and (#ï1
(w) + #a(w)) mod N ≡ 0} and

L2 = {w | w ∈ {ï2, a, b}∗ and (#ï2
(w) + #b(w)) mod M ≡ 0}.

The language L1 recognizes strings that contain a multiple of N total ï1 and a
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symbols and does not contain any ï2 symbols. Similarly, the language L2 recognizes

strings that contain a multiple of M total ï2 and b symbols and does not contain

any ï1 symbols. L1 and L2 can be recognized with NFAs with N and M states

respectively. Using L1 and L2 we can produce the following witness language:

L1
SufDI←−−−−L2 = {xȳy2z | #ï1

(xy2z) + #a(xy2z) mod N ≡ 0 and

#ï2
(ȳy2) + #b(ȳy2) mod M ≡ 0,#ï1

(ȳy2) = 0,#ï2
(xy2z) = 0, y2 6= ε}.

We can construct a fooling set FS = FS1 ∪ FS2 ∪ FS3 that contains 2NM+N-M

elements in the following way.

The first set FS1 contains NM elements and is defined as follows:

FS1 = {(ajïM

2 ï
i

2,ï
M−i
2 ï

M

2 a
N−j) | 0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N}

The next set we consider contains (N-1)M elements and is defined as follows:

FS2 = {(ïM

2 ï
i

2a
j, bM−iaN−j) | 0 < i ≤M, 0 < j < N}.

The last subset of the fooling set contains N elements and is defined as follows:

FS3 = {(ïj

1,ï
N−j
1 ï

M

2 a
N) | 0 ≤ j < N}.

The extended proof verifying that FS is a fooling set is contained in Appendix

A.

As expected we achieve the same bounds on nondeterministic state complexity for
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suffix-directed insertion as for prefix-directed insertion. The upper bound on state

complexity proved in Theorem 11 is 2NM + N . The accompanying lower bound of

2NM +N −M was proved in Theorem 12.

4.3 Site-Directed Insertion

The site-directed insertion operation inserts a substring into the host string by iden-

tifying a substring in the host string that matches the outfix of the inserted string.

We restate the definition of site-directed insertion for convenience.

Definition 15 (Site-Directed Insertion). For languages L1 and L2, the site-directed

insertion language of L2 into L1 is defined as follows:

L1
SDI←−−L2 = {xy1ȳy2z | xy1y2z ∈ L1, y1ȳy2 ∈ L2, y1 6= ε, y2 6= ε}

This definition can be extended to operate over NFAs A1 and A2 that recognize

languages L1 and L2, respectively.

Theorem 13. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states, respectively, the language

L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) is recognized by an NFA containing 3NM states.

Proof. If we take the NFAs A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2) recog-

nizing languages L1 and L2, respectively, then we can construct an NFA ASDI =

(QSDI ,Σ,Ω, (s1, s2)X1 , FSDI), to recognize L1
SDI←−−L2.

The states contained within QSDI are defined as follows:

QSDI = (Q× P )X1 ∪ (Q× P )X2 ∪ (Q× {P\F2})X3 ∪ (Q× {pf})X3
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QSDI contains up to 3 copies of (Q× P ) with different subscripts to differentiate

the states, the exception being (q, p)X3 which may not contain as many states. The

states (q, pf )X3 are present to replace final states p ∈ F2 in the p components of the

sates (Q×P )X3 . The final states contained in FSDI are states (q, pf )X3 where q ∈ F1.

The transition function Ω is defined as follows:

(i) for (q, s2)X1 where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q, s2)X1 , α) = {(q′, s2)X1 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′)X1 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(s2, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′)X2 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(s2, α)}

(ii) for (q, p)X1 where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P\{s2}:

Ω((q, p)X1 , α) = {(q′, p′)X1 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′)X2 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

(iii) for (q, p)X2 where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p)X2 , α) = {(q, p′)X2 | p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′)X3 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α) and p′ /∈ F2}

∪ {(q′, pf )X3 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and γ(p, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}
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(iv) for (q, p)X3 where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p)X3 , α) = {(q′, p′)X3 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α) and p′ /∈ F2}

∪ {(q′, pf )X3 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and γ(p, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

(v) for (q, pf )X3 where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q, pf )X3 , α) = {(q′, pf )X3 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) ⊆ L(ASDI).

Generally speaking, the states (q, s2)X1 are used to read the prefix x. Next, the

states (q, p)X1 are used to read the substring y1 and the states (q, p)X2 are used to

read the substring ȳ. The states (q, p)X3 read the substring y2 and, finally, the states

(q, pf )X3 are used to complete the computation and read z.

If we take a word xy1ȳy2z from the language L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2), then there must

exist an accepting path PA1 = s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qy1 , . . . , qy2 , . . . , qz in A1 recognizing the

string xy1y2z. Additionally, an accepting path PA2 = s2, . . . , py1 , . . . , pȳ, . . . , py2 must

exist in A2 recognizing the string y1ȳy2.

If we follow the computation of xy1ȳy2z in ASDI , we get the following accepting

path. The computation starts in the state (s1, s2)X1 , reads x and uses the transitions

described in (i) to arrive at the state (qx, s2)X1 . To read y1, we use the transitions de-

fined in (ii) to arrive at the state (qy1 , py1)X2 . The next state we arrive at is (qy1 , pȳ)X3 ,

reached by using the transitions defined in (iii) to read ȳ. To read y2, we use the tran-

sitions defined in (iv), which brings us to the state (qy2 , pf )X3 . Finally, to read z, we

use the transitions defined in (v) and arrive at the final state (qz, pf ).
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Secondly we show the inclusion L(ASDI) ⊆ L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2):

To show the inclusion L(ASDI) ⊆ L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) we consider a word xy1ȳy2z

recognized by ASDI . The accepting path of computation of xy1ȳy2z can be decom-

posed into five sub-paths, which are defined as follows:

P1 = (s1, s2)X1 , . . . , (qx, s2)X1 ,P2 = (qx, s2)X1 , . . . , (qy1 , py1)X2

P3 = (qy1 , py1)X2 , . . . , (qy1 , pȳ)X2 ,P4 = (qy1 , pȳ)X2 , . . . , (qy2 , pf )X3

P5 = (qy2 , pf )X3 , . . . , (qz, pf )X3

The path P1 is chosen to be as long as possible, such that the path P2 starts at

a state (q, s2)X1 such that no other state (q′, s2)X1 appears in the path. The path

P1 implied that there exists a path s1, . . . , qx in A1 recognizing the prefix string x.

The path P2 implies the existence of paths qx, . . . , qy1 in A1 and s2, . . . , py1 in A2,

and these paths each recognize the sub-string y1. The path P3 implies that the path

py1 , . . . , pȳ exists in A2 recognizing ȳ. The path P4 implies the paths pȳ, . . . , py2 exists

in A2 and qy1 , . . . , qy2 exists in A1, and each of these paths recognize the substring

y2. Finally, the path P5 implies the existence of a path qy2 , . . . , qz in A1 recognizing

the string z. Since qz is in F1 and py2 is in F2, the automaton A1 recognizes the word

xy1y2z and A2 recognizes y1ȳy2.

Figure 4.4 depicts a diagram of ASDI . The different boxes encapsulate states with

different out going transitions. The box labeled by X1 contains the states with out-

going transitions defined in (i) and (ii). The center box contains states with outgoing

transitions defined in (iii). The rightmost box labeled by X3 contains states with out-

going transitions defined in (iv), and the rectangle to the right of this box contains
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s1, s2start

...

qN , s2

. . . s1, pM

...

qN , pM. . .

. . .

s1, s2

...

qN , s2

. . . s1, pM

...

qN , pM. . .

. . .

qN , s2

...

s1, s2

qN , s2

. . . s1, pM

...

qN , pM. . .

. . .

qN , pf

. . .

s1, pf

X1

X2

X3

Figure 4.4: The construction of the site-directed insertion automaton.

the state with outgoing transitions defined in (v). An example of the construction

for the site-directed deletion automaton is contained in Figure 4.6

Theorem 14. Let M , N ∈ N. There exist regular languages L1, L2 over an alphabet

that depend on N and M and is recognized by NFAs with M and N states, respectively,

such that any NFA for the language L1
SDI←−−L2 needs at least 3NM −M states.

Proof. In order to define the languages L1 and L2, we must first define some notation

for different alphabets. The alphabet Σa contains symbols {a0, a1, . . . , aN−1} and,

likewise, the alphabet Σb contains symbols {b0, b1, . . . , bM−1}. Σc contains the symbols

{ci,j | 0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N}. The full alphabet for L1 and L2 is defined as follows:

Σ = Σa ∪ Σb ∪ Σc ∪ {ï2}
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The languages L1 and L2 are defined as follows:

L1 =
⋃

0<j<N,
0≤i,i′<M

(
(Σb | a0)∗

(
(aj | ci,j)Σ∗b(aj | ci′,j)

)∗)∗
;

L2 =
⋃

0≤j,j′<N,
0<i<M

(
(ï2 | Σa | b0)∗

(
(bi | ci,j)(ï2 | Σa)

∗(bi | ci,j′)
)∗)∗

.

L1 consists of words containing symbols aj, bi and ci,j. We examine patterns in

the subscripts of aj’s and ci,j’s to determine membership. If we read a word from left

to right we keep track of the subscript pattern with a variable k, which starts at 0.

When a symbol aj or ci,j is encountered and k = 0, we set k = j. If we encounter a

symbol aj or ci,j and k 6= 0, we subtract j from k, k must equal 0 after the subtraction

for the word to be in the language. k must equal zero at the end of reading the word.

Similarly, L2 consists of words containing symbols aj, bi, ci,j and ï2. We examine

patterns in the subscripts of bi’s and ci,j’s to determine membership. If we read a

word from left to right we keep track of the subscript pattern with a variable k, which

starts at 0. When a symbol bi or ci,j is encountered and k = 0, we set k = i. If we

encounter a symbol bi or ci,j and k 6= 0, we subtract i from k, k must equal 0 after

the subtraction for the word to be in the language. k must equal zero at the end

of reading the word. Automata recognizing the languages L1 and L2 are depicted in

Figure 4.5.

We use these languages to construct our witness language L1
SDI←−−L2. The fooling

set for this language, FS, contains 3NM −M elements and is divided into three sub-

sets: FS1, FS2, and FS3.
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The fooling set FS1 is defined as follows:

FS1 = {(ajï2bi, biï2aj) | 0 < j < N, 0 ≤ i < M}.

If we take a pair (x, y) from FS1, then the word xy can be parsed according to

Definition 15 as, y1 = aj, ȳ = ï2bibiï2 and y2 = aj. The word y1y2 is in L1 and the

word y1ȳy2 is in L2.

If we take any two pairs (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS1 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), then the word

xy′ is not in L1
SDI←−−L2. When i < i′ the word xy′ takes the form ajï2bibi′ï2aj,

which is not in the language since bibi′ must be in ȳ and the matching bi or bi′ is not

in the string.

In the case where j < j′, the word xy′ takes the form ajï2bibiï2aj′ . Since the

string starts with aj, it must be in either the x or y1 substring as described in Defini-

tion 15, and since there is no matching aj in the string it must not be in the language.

Thus, the set FS1 is consistent with the definitions of a fooling set.

The fooling set FS2 is defined as follows:

FS2 = {(ajbi, ajï2bi) | 0 ≤ j < N, 0 ≤ i < M}.

For each pair (x, y), we can concatenate x and y to obtain the word xy. This

word can be parsed into sub-words to demonstrate its membership in L1
SDI←−−L2. The

word xy = ajbiajï2bi can be parsed as per Definition 15 into y1 = ajbiaj, ȳ = ï2

and y2 = bi. The word xy is consistent with the definition of L1
SDI←−−L2.

If we take two pairs (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS2 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), we can show xy′ is
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not in the witness language. If we assume that i < i′, then with out loss of generality

the word xy′ takes the form of ajbiajï2bi′ . This word is not in the language, since bi

must be in y1 and bi′ must be in y2. Thus, there is no corresponding bi or bi′ to pair

with to make the substring in L2.

If we similarly take j < j′, then the word xy′ takes the form ajbiaj′ï2bi. This

word is also not in the witness language when j > 0, since the first aj must be in

either the x or y1 substring and the rest of the string does not contain a corresponding

aj symbol.

In the case where j = 0 but j < j′, then the word x′y is also not in the witness

language. The word x′y takes the form aj′biajï2bi. Since j′ > 0, there will not be a

corresponding aj′ found in the string. Thus, the set Fs2 is internally consistent with

the properties of a fooling set, but we must show that FS2 maintains those properties

with FS1.

If we take (x, y) ∈ FS2 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS1, then the word x′y is not in the language.

The word x′y takes the form aj′ï2bi′ajï2bi. Since 0 < j′ < N , all strings must start

with aj′ and no corresponding aj′ is read. Since the only other symbol from Σa is

between two ï2 symbols, it must be in ȳ, and therefore the word can not be in

L1
SDI←−−L2.

We define a helper function f(j) to allow us to show FS3 contains NM elements:

f(j) =


1 if j = N − 1

j + 1 if 0 ≤ j < N − 1.

The fooling set FS3 is defined as follows:
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FS3 = {(ci,f(j)ï2af(j)aj, ajbi) | 0 ≤ j < N, 0 ≤ i < M}.

We can show the word xy is in the witness language when (x, y) ∈ FS3. The word

xy can be parsed into the following substrings according to Definition 15, y1 = ci,f(j),

ȳ = ï2 and y2 = af(j)ajajbi. In order for the word xy to be in the language, af(j)

must be in y2, since j 6= f(j).

If we take the elements (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS3, where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), then the word

xy′ is not in the language. If we suppose j < j′ < N − 1, then the word xy′ takes

the form ci,j′+1ï2aj′+1aj′ajbi, and have the substring aj′+1aj′ajbi in y2. If not, then

either ci,j′+1 would not have a matching aj′+1 or it would not have a matching bi.

This also implies that aj′ does not have a corresponding aj′ symbol. If j = N − 1

and 0 < j′ < N − 2, then the word x′y is not in the language. The word x′y takes

the form ci,j′+1ï2aj′+1aj′aN−1bi, and it needs to read aj′+1 in y2. However, this also

implies that aj′ will be in y2, but another aj′ or ci,j′ cannot be found. In the case

where j′ = N − 2, the word x′y is in the language, but xy′ is not. The word xy′

takes the form ci,1ï2a1aN−1aN−2b1, which is not in the language since aN−1 must be

in y2 or z, and no other aN−1 or ci,N−1 is in the word.If we consider when j′ = 0 and

j = N − 1,we can show that the word x′y is not in the language. The word x′y takes

the form ci,1ï2a1a0aN−1bi, this word is not in the language since ci,1 must be in y1,

to read the corresponding a1 and bi the suffix a1a0aN−1bi must be in y2. y1y2 is not a

word in L1 since it must read a second aN−1 or ci,N−1, but another cannot be found

in the string.

If we also examine the case when i < i′, the word xy′ is not in the language since

ci,f(j) or bi′ would not be matched by the corresponding b or c symbol. Thus, the set
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FS3 maintains the fooling set properties internally; we now show that the properties

hold with FS1 and FS2.

If we take (x, y) ∈ FS3 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS2, then the word xy′ is not in the language.

The word xy′ takes the form ci,f(j)ï2af(j)ajaj′ï2bi′ . This word is not in the language

since f(j) 6= 0 and there are no additional af(j) or ci,f(j) symbols that are not between

two ï2 symbols to match the first symbol.

If we take (x, y) from FS3 and (x′, y′) from FS1, we get the word,

xy′ = ci,f(j)ï2af(j)ajbi′ï2aj′ , which is not in the language unless j′ = f(j). This is

because there is no af(j) to match that is not between two ï2 symbols. If j′ = f(j),

then the word x′y is not in the language. The word x′y is of the form af(j)ï2bi′ajbi,

since j 6= f(j) there is no af(j) or ci,f(j) to pair with in the word. Thus, the set FS3

maintains the fooling set properties.

Although the nondeterministic state complexity bound presented is not a tight

bound for site-directed insertion, this result is still a promising improvement from

previous bounds. The previous known upper bound was 3NM + 2N [7]; the results

presented in Theorem 13 mark an improvement by an additive factor of 2N . Although

the lower bound is not tight and is over an arbitrarily large alphabet, I believe that a

new lower bound could be found which contains an additional M terms, thus forming

a tight bound. It is important to note that the choice of languages for constructing

the witness language do have large alphabet sizes. Ideally, a similar lower bound

could be achieved while using a smaller alphabet, preferably binary. The problem of

constructing a tight lower bound for site-directed insertion, as well as replicating the

lower bound of 3NM −M over a smaller alphabet, remain open.
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Figure 4.5: The automata used for constructing a witness language for site-directed
insertion. Transitions labeled with ci,j where either i or j are not specified,
allow for 0 ≤ i < M and 0 ≤ j < N .
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Figure 4.6: A diagram representing the automaton ASDI when
L1 = {w | w ∈ {a, b}∗ and #a(w) ≡ 0 mod 2} and
L2 = {w | w ∈ {, a, b}∗ and #b(w) ≡ 0 mod 2}. Unlabeled transi-
tions with straight lines are a transitions and with squiggly lines are b
transitions.
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Chapter 5

Unary Site-Directed Insertion

Unary operations are often studied alongside their general counterparts. This allows

for a comparison of the general operation and occasionally it will provide insight into

general cases. We recall the definition of site-directed insertion of language L2 into

language L1 is {xy1ȳy2z | xy1y2z ∈ L1, y1ȳy2 ∈ L2, y1 6= ε, y2 6= ε}.

When working with unary languages, the order of the substrings x, y1, ȳ, y2 and z

is not significant. When site-directed insertion is operating over unary languages the

operation can be described as unary concatenation with, at least, the last 2 symbols

coalesced. This description of the operation is similar to the chop operation [23] which

can be described as concatenation with a single character coalesced. The nondeter-

ministic state complexity of fundamental unary operations has been surveyed in [26].

Table 5.1 contains nondeterministic state complexity results for related operations.

We can see that site-directed insertion has similar state complexity as operations with

similar string properties.
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Table 5.1: Nondeterministic state complexity of operations when L1,L2 are
represented by NFAs with N and M states respectively.

Operation Unary Finite unary

Concatenationa N + M − 1 ≤ · ≤ N + M N + M − 1

Chopb N + M N + M − 2

Site-directed insertionc N + M − 3 ≤ SDI←−−− ≤ NM + N + M N + M − 3

Intersection NM min(N,M)d

a The nondeterministic state complexity of concatenation was proven by
Pighzzini and Shallit [37].

b The unary chop operation was studied by Holzer and Jakobi [23].
c These results are proven in Theorems 15,16,17.
d This result is a consequence of the work done by Mandl [35].

5.1 Finite Unary Languages

We explore the nondeterministic state complexity of the site-directed insertion opera-

tion over finite unary languages. We observe that unary concatenation is commutative

and this has an impact on the definition for unary site-directed insertion.

Proposition 2. For unary languages L1 and L2,

L1
SDI←−−L2 = {y1y2ȳxz | xy1y2z ∈ L1, y1ȳy2 ∈ L2, y1 6= ε, y2 6= ε}

We are able to define an NFA to recognize the language L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2), when

A1 and A2 are NFAs recognizing finite unary languages.

Theorem 15. Let A1 and A2 be unary NFAs recognizing finite languages, where A1

has N states and A2 has M states. The language L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) can be recognized

with an NFA containing N +M − 3 states.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, p0, F2) recognizing L1 and L2

respectively. If we label each state in Q and P with a subscript, such that the
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subscript indicates the distance of the state from there respective start states, then

we get, Q = {q0, q1, . . . , qN−1} and P = {p0, p1, . . . , pM−1}. Given these NFAs, we

can construct an NFA Auf−SDI = (Quf−SDI ,Σ,Ω, q0, F2), where

Quf−SDI = {q0, q1, . . . , qN−2} ∪ {p2, p3, . . . , pM−1}

The transition function Ω is defined as follows:

(i) for the state qi ∈ Quf−SDI :

Ω(qi, α) = {q′ | q′ ∈ δ(qi, α)}

∪ {δ(qi, α) ∩ F1 6= ∅, and 2 ≤ k ≤ i+ 1}

(ii) for the state pi ∈ Quf−SDI :

Ω(pi, α) = {p′ | p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) ⊆ L(Auf−SDI):

Generally speaking, the states qi are used to read xzy1y2, and the state states pj

read ȳ. For a word xy1ȳy2z ∈ L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2), there must exist an accepting path

PA1 = s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qz, . . . , qy1 , . . . , qy2 in A1 recognizing xzy1y2. Additionally the

accepting path PA2 = s2, . . . , py1 , . . . , py2 , . . . , pȳ must be in A2 recognizing y1y2ȳ.

An accepting path exists through Auf−SDI recognizing the word xzy1y2ȳ. Starting

in q0, using the transitions defined in (i) we can read xzy1, reaching the states qx, qz

and qy1 . When reading y2 we use the transitions defined in (i) to arrive at the state
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py2 . We are able to nondeterministically select the state py2 from the states in P.

Lastly, the transitions defined in (ii) are used to read ȳ arriving at the accepting state

pȳ.

Secondly we show the inclusion L(Auf−SDI) ⊆ L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2):

If we consider w1w
′
2 ∈ L(Auf−SDI), where w1 ∈ L(A1), then an accepting

path can be defined as, Puf−SDI = q0, . . . , ph, . . . , pw′
2

recognizing w1w
′
2 such that

h ∈ {2, . . . , |w1|}. The suffix w′2 can have the length a word in L(A2) minus h. This

means that words recognized by Auf−SDI are of length {max(w1, w2), . . . , w1 +w2−2}

where w2 ∈ L(A2). These words are consistent with the definition of unary site-

directed insertion.

The construction of Auf−SDI is visualized in Figure 5.1. The top automaton

displays a construction where N < M . In contrast, the bottom automaton is a con-

struction where M ≤ N . We can see in both cases the state complexity is unchanged.

Theorem 16. For M , N ∈ N, there exists two finite languages L1 and L2 over

unary alphabets with NFAs that have N and M states, respectively, such that any

NFA recognizing the language L1
SDI←−−L2 needs at least N +M − 3 states.

Proof. We take the following languages to construct our witness language:

L1 = {aN−1} and L2 = {aM−1}

We are able to construct the following witness language:

L1
SDI←−−L2 = {ak | max(N,M) ≤ k ≤ N +M − 4}
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q0start q1 q2 q3 qN−2 qN−1

p0 p1 p2 p3 pN−2 pN−1 pN pM−1

...

... ...

q0start q1 q2 q3

p0 p1 p2 p3 pM−1

qM−1 qN−2 qN−1
... ...

...

Figure 5.1: Construction of NFAs recognizing finite unary site-directed insertion. The
top automaton is the case when N < M , where as the bottom automaton
is when M ≤ N The diagrams intentionally retains the unused states
without edges to visually illustrate the state savings.

We can construct a fooling set FS as follows:

FS = {ar, aN+M−4−r) | r ∈ [0, N +M − 4]}

For each pair (x, y) ∈ FS we can see xy takes the form araN+M−4−r, which creates

the word aN+M−4, which is in the witness language.

If we instead take (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), then the word x′y is

not in the language when r < r′. The word x′y is of the form ar
′
aN+M−4−r, which is

not in the language since N + M − 4 < N + M − 4 − r + r′. The properties of the

fooling set are maintained, thus a lower bound of N +M − 3 is achieved.

Since the upper and lower bounds on nondeterministic state complexity are con-

sistent at N +M − 3, we can conclude a tight bound.
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Corollary 5. Let L1 and L2 be finite unary languages with NFAs containing N and

M states respectively. Then, in the worst case N + M − 3 states are necessary and

sufficient to recognize L1
SDI←−−L2.

5.2 Regular Unary Languages

When working with regular unary languages, it is desirable to produce another intu-

itive construction similar to the finite case.

Conjecture 1. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states respectively. The lan-

guages L(A1) and L(A2) are unary. The language L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) can be recognized

with an NFA containing N +M states.

We can attempt an intuitive construction based on the idea that site-directed

insertion over unary languages can be achieved through overlap and concatenation of

words between the two languages. We propose the following construction:

Given NFAs A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2). We can con-

struct A′u−SDI = (Qu−SDI ,Σ,Ω, s1, F2). If we let Qu−SDI = Q ∪ P , and let

Ω maintain the transitions defined in δ and γ. Unlike the finite case, we

cannot add all transitions from the final state (or one state prior) since we

are uncertain how much of the string has been read prior to arriving at a

state. If we iteratively add transitions from A1 to A2 using k = 2, 3, . . .,

where a state q ∈ Q is k steps from s1 and p ∈ P is k + 1 steps from s2,

we add a transition from q to p. The iterative transitions from Q to P are

added to behave as the points of transition from xzy1y2 to ȳ and account

for an arbitrary sized y1y2.
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The problem with a construction using the structures of A1 and A2 is that states

are potentially reachable multiple times. A counterexample is presented in Example

3. Words that are recognized by using a cycle in A1, can use the transition to A2

without passing through the cycle.

Example 3. We consider the example where L1 = L2 = (a5)∗. If A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, {q0})

and A2 = (P,Σ, δ, p0, {p0}) are NFAs recognizing L1. Then if we define the NFA

A′u−SDI = (Q∪P,Σ,Ω, q0, {p0}), we can define the transitions in Ω as the transitions

contained in δ and γ, as well as the following: Ω(q3, a) = p3 (k = 2), Ω(q2, a) = p4

(k = 3), Ω(q1, a) = p0 (k = 4), Ω(q0, a) = p1 (k = 5), and Ω(q4, a) = p2 (k = 6).

Then there exists a path P = q0, q1, p0 which is an accepting path recognizing a2

which is not in the language L1
SDI←−−L2.

We are able to obtain a much higher upper bound for unary site- directed insertion.

Theorem 17. Let A1 and A2 be unary NFAs with N and M states respectively. The

language L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) can be recognized with an NFA containing NM + N + M

states.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, p0, F2) be NFAs recogniz-

ing L1 and L2 respectively. Given these NFAs, we can construct an NFA

Au−SDI = (Qu−SDI ,Σ,Ω, (s1,♣), Fu−SDI), where

Qu−SDI = (Q×♣) ∪ (Q× P ) ∪ (♣× P )

The transition function Ω is defined as follows:
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(i) for the state (q,♣) ∈ Qu−SDI :

Ω((q,♣), α) = {(q′,♣) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(s2, α)}

(ii) for the state (q, p) ∈ Qu−SDI :

Ω((q, p), α) = {(q′, p′) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(♣, p′) | δ(q, α) ∩ F1 6= ∅ and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

(iii) for the state (♣, p) ∈ Qu−SDI :

Ω((♣, p), α) = {(♣, p′) | p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) ⊆ L(Au−SDI):

Generally speaking, the states (q,♣) are used to read the prefix xz. The states (q, p)

read the infix y1y2 and enforce the length requirements. The states (♣, p) are used to

read the suffix ȳ.

If we take a word xzy1y2ȳ from L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2) then there must ex-

ist accepting paths PA1 = s1, . . . , qxz, . . . , qy1y2 in A1 recognizing xzy1y2 and

PA2 = s2, . . . , py1y2 , . . . , pȳ in A2 recognizing y1y2ȳ. From the initial state (s1,♣) we

can read the prefix xz using the transitions defined in (i) to arrive at the state (qxz,♣).

To read the infix y1y2 we read the first symbol using the transition defined in (i) to

arrive at a state (q, p), then using the transitions defined in (ii) to arrive at the state

(♣, py1y2). Lastly, the transitions defined in (iii) are used to read ȳ to arrive at the
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accepting state (♣, pȳ).

Secondly we show the inclusion L(Au−SDI) ⊆ L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2):

If we consider a word xzy1y2ȳ has an accepting path through Au−SDI , then the

word must be in L(A1)
SDI←−−L(A2). An accepting path Pu−SDI in Au−SDI recognizing

xzy1y2ȳ can be decomposed into three paths:

P1 = (s1,♣), . . . , (qxz,♣),P2 = (qxz,♣), . . . , (♣, py1y2)

p3 = (♣, py1y2), . . . , (♣, pȳ).

The path P1 implies that there exists a path s1, . . . , qxz in PA1 recognizing the

prefix xz. Path P2 shows the existence of paths qxz, . . . , qy1y2 in PA1 and s2, . . . , py1y2 in

PA2 that recognize a string y1y2. The path P2 starts by non-deterministically choosing

to move to a state (q, p). Finally, the path P3 implies that the path qy1y2 , . . . , qȳ exists

in PA2 recognizing the string ȳ. This terminates the simulation at final state (♣, pȳ),

and implies that if Au−SDI recognizes xzy1y2ȳ, then there exists accepting paths on

A1 and A2 recognizing the strings xzy1y2 and y1y2ȳ.

In Figure 5.2 we can see the construction of the unary site-directed insertion

automaton. The states (q,♣) have outgoing transitions defined in (i). The states

(q, p) have their outgoing transitions defined in (ii). Lastly, the states (♣, p) have

outgoing transitions defined in (iii).

As shown earlier in Table 5.1 the nondeterministic state complexity for the unary

site-directed insertion operation has a large gap between upper and lower bounds.

The lower bound for unary site directed insertion is provided in Theorem 16. The

gap in state complexity is N + M − 3 ≤ SDI←−− ≤ NM + N + M . It remains open to
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s1,♣start . . . qN ,♣

s1, s2

...

qN , s2

. . . s1, pM

...

qN , pM. . .

. . .

♣, s2
. . . ♣, pM

Figure 5.2: The construction of the unary site-directed insertion automaton.

close the state complexity gap and achieve a tight bound.
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Chapter 6

Site-Directed Deletion

The natural companion operation to site-directed insertion is site-directed deletion.

As with site-directed insertion, site-directed deletion has several related operations

that have been studied. The most similar operation previously considered is the con-

textual deletion operation studied by Kari and Thierrin [33]. The other operation

studied was deletion along trajectories [11]. The majority of the work published on

related operations were focused on proving decidability, closures, and other language

properties. Site-directed deletion was first proposed by Cho et al., [9]. We are cur-

rently interested in quantifying the non-deterministic state complexity of site-directed

deletion.

Definition 16. (Site-Directed Deletion) For languages L1 and L2, the site-directed

deletion language of L2 on L1 is defined as follows:

L1
SDD←−−−L2 = {xy1y2z | xy1ȳy2z ∈ L1, y1y2 ∈ L2, y1 6= ε, y2 6= ε}
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6.1 Unary Site-Directed Deletion

We observe that unary concatenation is commutative and this has an impact on the

definition for unary site-directed deletion.

Proposition 3. For unary languages L1 and L2,

L1
SDD←−−−L2 = {y1y2xz | xy1ȳy2z ∈ L1, y1y2 ∈ L2, y1 6= ε, y2 6= ε}

When working with unary languages L1 and L2, the language L1
SDD←−−−L2 is equiv-

alent to the language L1
SDD←−−−{w}, where w is the shortest word in L2 that has a

length greater than 1. This is proven by showing that any word recognized with a

longer word w′ can also be recognized by the shorter word w.

Lemma 1. For the unary language L1 and the two words w and w′ where 2 ≤ |w| < |w′|.

The languages L1
SDD←−−−{w′} ⊆ L1

SDD←−−−{w}.

Proof. If we consider w = y1y2 and w′ = y1y
′
2 where y2 < y′2, then the words produced

by SDD with y1y
′
2 will be the subset of those recognized by y1y2. If a word y1y

′
2 is in

L1
SDD←−−−{w′}, then it must also be in L1

SDD←−−−{w} and can be parsed with respect to

Proposition 3 as y1y2xz with w where |xz| = |y1y
′
2| − |y1y2|.

If L1 has infinite cardinality, the language L1
SDD←−−−L2 contains all words longer

than the shortest word in w2 ∈ L2. This occurs because a word of arbitrary length

from w1 ∈ L1 can be selected and words of length between |w2| and |w1| are generated.

Lemma 2. Let L1 and L2 be unary languages and L1’s cardinality be infinite. All

words of length of at least k will be in L1
SDD←−−−L2 where k is the length of the shortest

word in L2 of length at least 2.
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Proof. Let y1y2 be the shortest word in L2 of length at least 2, where y1 6= ε and

y2 6= ε. Consider an arbitrary p ∈ N, p ≥| y1y2 |.

Choose w ∈ L1 such that | w |≥ p and write w = w1w2 where | w1 |= p− | y1y2 |.

Now w1y1w2y2 ∈ L1, y1y2 ∈ L2 and, by the definition of site-directed deletion,

w1y1y2 ∈ L1
SDD←−−−L2. Thus L1

SDD←−−−L2 contains the word of length p.

6.2 Unary Site-Directed Deletion Bounds

Site-directed deletion over unary languages has interesting state complexity proper-

ties. An NFA with either N or M states recognizes the language L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2),

depending on whether or not L(A1) is a finite language.

Theorem 18. For unary NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states, respectively, the

language L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2) is recognized by an NFA with N states, when L(A1) is

finite.

Proof. Let A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, p0, F2) be automata recognizing

the unary languages L1 and L2 with N and M states respectively. Given these NFAs,

we can construct the NFA Au−SDD = (Qu−SDD,Σ,Ω, p0, Fu−SDD).

If we label the states in Q and P with a subscript i, such that the states pi and

qi are i steps from their respective start states in A1 and A2. If we also define k to

be the shortest word in L2 with length greater than 1. We then define the states in

Qu−SDD as follows:

Qu−SDD = {p0, p1, . . . , pk−1} ∪ {qk, . . . , qN−1}

A state qi is in Fu−SDD when qi ∈ F1 and k ≤ i < N .
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The transitions of Ω are defined as follows:

(i) for the state p ∈ P :

Ω(pi, α) = {p′ | p′ ∈ γ(pi, α) and p′ /∈ F2}

∪ {qj | 1 < i < j < N and γ(pi, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

(ii) for the state q ∈ Q :

Ω(q, α) ={q′ | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

It is important to note that the start state of Au−SDD is s2. Au−SDD starts computa-

tion in A2 and then transitions to A1.

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(Au−SDD):

Generally speaking, the automaton Au−SDD uses the states {p0, p1, . . . , pk−1} to

compute the substring y1y2, and the states {qk, . . . , qN−1} to compute xz.

If we take an arbitrary word y1y2xz from L1
SDD←−−−L2, there exists paths,

PA1 = q0, . . . , qy1 , . . . , qy2 , . . . , qȳ, . . . , qx, . . . , qz recognizing y1y2ȳxz in A1 and

PA2 = p0, . . . , py1 , . . . , py2 recognizing y1y2 in A2.

We can construct an accepting path through Au−SDD to read the word y1y2xz.

Starting at p0, we next read the prefix y1 using the transition defined in (i) to arrive

at the state py1 . Again, using the transitions defined in (i) we read y2 to arrive at the

state qȳ. It is important to note that the transition (i) nondeterministicly chooses qȳ

since qȳ has a subscript larger than k − 1 by definition. Finally, the suffix xz is read

using the transitions defined in (ii) to arrive at the accepting state qz.
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p0start p1 pM−2 pM−1

q0 q1 qM−2 qM−1 qM qN−1

...

...

Figure 6.1: NFA construction of the case where L1 is finite for unary SDD. The
diagram intentionally retains the unused states without transitions to
illustrate the state savings visually.

Secondly we show the inclusion L(Au−SDD) ⊆ L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2):

For a word y1y2xz recognized by an accepting path Pu−SDD = p0, . . . , qȳ, . . . , qz in

Au−SDD, we can decompose this path into P1 = p0, . . . , qȳ and P2 = qȳ, . . . , qz.

The path P1 implies that the prefix y1y2 is recognized by A2. The second path P2

nondeterministicly guesses how long ȳ is and implies that a word y1y2ȳxz is recognized

by L1.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the construction of Au−SDD when L1 is a finite language. We

can visually confirm that the construction does contain N states.

Theorem 19. For M , N ∈ N. There exists a finite unary language L1 with an NFA

with N states and L2 with an NFA with M states. Then any NFA recognizing the

language L1
SDD←−−−L2 needs at least N states.

Proof. For the languages L1 = {aN−1} and L2 = {aM−1}, where M ≤ N . We can

construct the following witness language:

L1
SDD←−−−L2 = {ai | i ∈ [M − 1, . . . , N − 1]}

The fooling set FS = {(aN−1−i, ai) | 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1} exists for the witness

language.
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If we consider an element (x, y) ∈ FS, the word xy takes the form aN−1−i+i, which

is always in the witness language. If instead we take two elements (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS

where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), then word xy′ is not in the witness language when i < i′. The

word xy′ will take the form aN−1−iai
′

which has a length longer than N − 1.

We next consider when L1 is an infinite unary language.

Theorem 20. Let A1 and A2 be unary NFAs with with N and M states, respectively,

where L(A1) is infinite. Then L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2) is recognized by an NFA with M

states.

Proof. Given the NFAs A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, p0, F2), we can con-

struct an automaton Au−SDD = (P,Σ,Ω, s2, Fu−SDD). If we label each state in P

with a subscript i, where i is the minimum number of steps to reach state pi from s2.

We define the transition function Ω as follows:

(i) for the state p ∈ P :

Ω(pi, α) = {p′ | p′ ∈ γ(pi, α)}

(ii) for the state q ∈ Q :

Ω(pf , α) ={pf | pf ∈ F2 and 2 ≤ 2}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(Au−SDD):

Generally speaking, the states P\F2 read the prefix y1y2, and the states F2 read

the suffix xz.
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Since L(A1) is an infinite language we know by Lemma 2 that any word longer

than y1y2 is in the language L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2). We also know that there exists for the

word y1y2 an accepting path PA2 = p0, . . . , py1 , . . . , py2 in A2, as well the accepting

path PA1 = q0, . . . , qy1 , . . . , qy2 , . . . , qȳ, . . . , qxz recognizing the word y1y2ȳxz.

We can construct an accepting path in Au−SDD for the word y1y2xz. Starting at

the state p0, we can use the transitions defined in (i) to read y1y2 to arrive at the

state py2 . We can then read the suffix xz using the transition defined in (ii) to stay

in the state py2 . Thus the word y1y2xz is recognized by Au−SDD.

Secondly we show the inclusion L(Au−SDD) ⊆ L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2):

Let y1y2xz be a word in L(Au−SDD), then y1y2xz is a word in L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2).

We can decompose the accepting path Pu−SDD = p0, . . . , py1 , . . . , py2 , . . . , py2 , in to

the following paths:

P1 = p0, . . . , py2 and P2 = py2 , . . . , py2 .

The path P1 reads the string y1y2 and the path P2 reads the string xz. If

we define l1 = |y1y2xz|, then since L(A1) is an infinite language there must be

some word W ∈ L(A2) such that l1 ≤ |W |. We can define W as y1y2xzȳ, where

|ȳ| = |W | − |y1y2xz|.

The path P2 implies that the prefix y1y2 is recognized by A2. The fact that L(A1)

is infinite implies the existence of a word W . Thus the word y1y2xz must be in

L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2).

In Figure 6.2, we can see the construction of the unary NFA when L1 is an infinite

language.
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p0start p1 pM−2 pM−1
...

Figure 6.2: NFA construction of the case where L1 is infinite for unary SDD. The
diagram intentionally retains the unused states without transitions to
illustrate the state savings visually.

Theorem 21. Let M , N ∈ N. There exists an infinite unary language L1 with an

NFA containing N states and L2 with an NFA containing M states such that, any

NFA recognizing the language L1
SDD←−−−L2 needs at least M states.

Proof. If we take L1 = (aN)∗ and L2 = {aM−1}, we can construct the following wit-

ness language:

L1
SDD←−−−L2 = {aM−1+i | i = 0, 1, 2, . . .}

The fooling set FS = {(aM−1−i, ai) | 0 ≤ i ≤ M − 1} exists for the witness

language. If we consider any element (x, y) ∈ FS, then the word xy takes the form

aM−1, which is in the witness language. If we consider the elements (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS

where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), then one of the words xy′ of x′y has length less than M − 1

and is not in the language. The word xy′ takes the form aM−1−i+i′ and if we assume

i < i′ then M − 1 − i + i′ < M − 1, which implies the word is not in the language.

Thus the set FS is consistent with the properties of a fooling set.

When the cardinality of L(A1) is known, then a tight bound on the non-deterministic

state complexity can be found. When L(A1) is finite, a tight bound of N states is

required. In the general case of site-directed deletion over unary languages we can

conclude that the state complexity is bound between min(N,M) and max(N,M).
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6.3 Site-Directed Deletion

The general results have a significantly larger bound than the unary cases. To prove

an upper bound on state complexity we introduce a function which returns the reach-

able states for an automaton from a given state. Consider A = (Q,Σ, δ, s, F ) and

define,

ClosureA(q) = {q′ | ∃ path P from q to q′ in A}

Theorem 22. For NFAs A1 and A2 with N and M states, respectively, the language

L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2) is recognized by an NFA with 2NM +N states.

Proof. For NFAs A1 = (Q,Σ, δ, s1, F1) and A2 = (P,Σ, γ, s2, F2). We can define

the automaton ASDD = (QSDD,Σ,Ω, (s1, s2)X1 , FSDD) which recognizes the language

L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2). We define the states in QSDD as follows:

QSDD = (Q× P )X1 ∪ (Q× P )X2 ∪ (Q× {pf})

Where the subscript Xi indicates copies of the Cartesian product of the sets Q and

P . The states (q, pf ) ∈ FSDD, when q ∈ F1. We define the transition function Ω as

follows:

(i) for (q, s2)X1 where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q, s2)X1 , α) = {(q′, s2)X1 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

∪ {(q′, p′)X1 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(s2, α)}

∪ {(q′′, p′)X2 | q′′ ∈ ClosureA1(q
′), q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(s2, α)}
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(ii) for (q, p)X1 where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p)X1 , α) = {(q′, p′)X1 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′′, p′)X2 | q′′ ∈ ClosureA1(q
′), q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

(iii) for (q, p)X2 where q ∈ Q and p ∈ P :

Ω((q, p)X2 , α) = {(q′, p′)X2 | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and p′ ∈ γ(p, α)}

∪ {(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α) and γ(p, α) ∩ F2 6= ∅}

(iv) for (q, pf ) where q ∈ Q:

Ω((q, pf ), α) ={(q′, pf ) | q′ ∈ δ(q, α)}

First we show the inclusion L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2) ⊆ L(ASDD):

Generally speaking, the states (q, s2)X1 read the prefix x. The states (q, p)X1 are

used to read the substring y1 and insure that it is non-empty. The states (q, p)X2

read the substring y2 and also insure that it is non-empty. Lastly, the state (q, pf )

are used to read any suffix z.

For a word xy1y2z ∈ L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2), there exists accepting paths

PA1 = s1, . . . , qx, . . . , qy1 , . . . , qȳ, . . . , qy2 , . . . , qz in A1 recognizing xy1ȳy2z and

PA2 = s2, . . . , py1 , . . . , py2 in A2 recognizing y1y2.

From the initial state (s1, s2)X1 , the prefix x can be read using the transitions

defined in (i) to arrive at the state (qx, s2)X1 . The substring y1 can be read using

transitions defined in (ii) to arrive at the state (qȳ, py1)X2 . The last symbol of y1
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can nondeterministicly choose to transition to (qȳ, py1)X2 instead of (qy1 , py1)X1 . The

substring y2 is read using transitions defined in (iii) to arrive at the state (qy2 , pf ).

Lastly, the suffix z is read using the transitions defined in (iv) to arrive at the final

state (qz, pf )

We next show the inclusion L(ASDD) ⊆ L(A1)
SDD←−−−L(A2):

Let xy1y2z be a word with an accepting path in ASDD. We can decompose the

words accepting path into four paths as follows:

P1 = (s1, s2)X1 , . . . , (qx, s2)X1 ,P2 = (qx, s2)X1 , . . . , (qȳ, py1)X2

P3 = (qȳ, py1)X2 , . . . , (qy2 , pf ) and P4 = (qy2 , pf ), . . . , (qz, pf )

The path P1 implies that a path s2, . . . , qx exists in A1 recognizing x. The path P2

implies the existence of the paths qx, . . . , qy1 in A1 and s2, . . . , py1 in A2 recognizing

the substring y1. There is a nondeterministic transition from state (qy1 , py1)X1 to

(qȳ, py1)X2 . This transitions exists because there is a path between qy1 and qȳ in A1

recognizing some substring ȳ. The path P3 implies the existence of paths qȳ, . . . , qy2

in A2 and py1 , . . . , py2 recognizing the substring y2 where py2 is a final state in A2.

Finally, the path P4 implies that the path qy2 , . . . , qz exists in A1 recognizing the

suffix z. This implies that the words xy1ȳy2z ∈ L(A1) and y1y2 ∈ L(A2).

Figure 6.3 depicts the automaton ASDD. The different boxes identify states that

have different outgoing transitions. The box labeled with X1 contains a rectangle,

this rectangle contains states with outgoing transitions defined in (i), the remainder

of the states in box X1 have outgoing transitions defined in (ii). The middle box

labeled with an X2 contains states with outgoing transitions defined in (iii). Lastly,
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s1, s2start

...

qN , s2

. . . s1, pM

...

qN , pM. . .

. . .

s1, s2

...

qN , s2

. . . s1, pM

...

qN , pM. . .

. . .

qN , pf

...

s1, pf

X1

X2

(q, pf )

Figure 6.3: The construction of the site-directed deletion automaton.

the states labeled with (q, pf ), have outgoing transitions defined in (iv). An example

of the construction for the site-directed deletion automaton is contained in Figure

6.4.

To prove the lower bound on nondeterministic state complexity of site-directed

deletion, we introduce notation to simplify the following proof. If we use an alphabet

Σa = {a0, a1, . . . , aN}, we can define the operation •ji for i ≤ j to be the repeated

concatenation of the symbols aiai+1 . . . aj−1aj (i.e. •4
1 = a1a2a3a4).

Theorem 23. For 2 ≤M,N ∈ N , there exists two regular languages L1 and L2 over

arbitrarily large alphabets with NFAs that have N and M states, respectively. Then

any NFA recognizing the language L1
SDD←−−−L2 needs at least 2NM states.
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Proof. We use the languages L1 and L2 to construct our witness language.

L1 = (b∗a0b
∗a1b

∗ . . . b∗aN−2b
∗aN−1b

∗)∗

L2 = {w ∈ {a0, . . . , aN−1, b}∗ | #b(w) mod M ≡ 0}

L1 can be represented with an NFA containing N states and can the words in

L1 can be described as words containing a sequence of ai symbols, with arbitrary

numbers of b′s between each ai. L2 can be represented as an NFA containing M

states, the language L2 can described as the set of strings containing mod M b’s.

We can construct the witness language L1
SDD←−−−L2.

A fooling set FS = FS1 ∪ FS2 can defined for the witness language.

The fooling set FS1 is defined as follows:

FS1 = {(•j−1
0 biaj+1 mod N , b

M−i•N−1
j+2 mod N) | 1 ≤ i ≤M, 1 ≤ j ≤ N}

For each pair (x, y) ∈ FS1, we find the word xy takes the form,

•j−1
0 biaj+1 mod Nb

M−i•N−1
j+2 mod N . The word xy is always in the witness language since

we can parse it into the substrings described in Definition 16. Let x = •j−1
0 , y1 = bi,

ȳ = aj, y2 = aj+1 mod Nb
M−i and z = •N−1

j+2 mod N . We can see that xy1ȳy2z is in L1

since it has a contiguous subscripts for the a symbols. We also see that the word y1y2

contains M b′s.

If we take (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS1, then we can show that xy′ is not in the witness

language when (x, y) 6= (x′, y′). If we assume i < i′, then the word xy′ takes the form,

•j−1
0 biaj+1 mod Nb

M−i′•N−1
j+2 mod N . Since 0 < i, there is always at least one b symbol

between aj−1 and aj+1, which implies it is either in the substring y1 or y2. The word
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xy′ does not contain M b symbols which implies there is no way to parse the word

xy′ to meet the criteria set by L2.

If we also assume without loss of generality that j < j′, the word xy′ is not in

the language. The word xy′ takes the form, •j−1
0 biaj+1 mod Nb

M−i•N−1
j′+2 mod N . The

word xy′ is not in the language since there must have been two deletions conducted

in this word to have the substring aj−1b
iaj+1 mod Nb

M−iaj′+2 mod N . The of properties

a fooling set are upheld by FS1

The fooling set FS2 is defined as follows:

FS2 = {(•j−2
0 bi, aj−1 mod Nb

M−i•N−1
j+1 mod N) | 0 ≤ i ≤M − 1, 2 ≤ j ≤ N + 1}

Similarly to the pairs of FS1, each pair (x, y) ∈ FS2, forms the word xy which is in

the witness language. The word xy takes the form, •j−2
0 biaj−1 mod Nb

M−i•N−1
j+1 mod N ,

and can be parsed with accordance to Definition 16. We can take x = •j−2
0 ,

y1 = biaj−1 mod N , ȳ = aj mod N , y2 = bM−i, and z = •N−1
j+1 mod N .

If we take (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS2, then we can show that x′y is not in the wit-

ness language when (x, y) 6= (x′, y′). Let i < i′, then the word x′y takes the form,

•j−2
0 bi

′
aj−1 mod Nb

M−i•N−1
j+1 mod N . This word is not in the language since there is at

least one b symbol in gap between aj−1 mod N and aj+1 mod N which implies that the

b′s are in the substring y1 or y2. Since there are not M b′s in the word x′y, it is not

possible for y1 and y2 to form a word y1y2 ∈ L2.

We can also assume j < j′ without loss of generality to show that x′y is not in

the witness language. The word x′y takes the form, •j
′−2

0 biaj−1 mod Nb
M−i•N−1

j+1 mod N .

The word x′y is not in the language since there must have been at least two deletion

operations to contain the substring aj′−2b
iaj−1 mod Nb

M−iaj+1 mod N . This can be
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(q0, p0)X1start

(q1, p0)X1

(q1, p1)X1

(q0, p1)X1

(q0, p0)X2

(q1, p0)X2

(q1, p1)X2

(q0, p1)X2

(q1, pf )

(q0, pf )

b

a

b

bb

a

bb

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

a
a

Figure 6.4: A diagram representing the automaton ASDD when
L1 = {w | w ∈ {a, b}∗ and #a(w) ≡ 0 mod 2}, and
L2 = {w | w ∈ {a, b}∗ and #b(w) ≡ 0 mod 2}. Unlabeled transi-
tions with straight lines are a transitions and with squiggly lines are b
transitions.

seen since for j − 1 mod N to be the sequential after j′ − 2, j would have to equal

j′. Thus FS2 is internally consistent with the properties of a fooling set.

If we take (x, y) ∈ FS1 and (x′y′) ∈ FS2, then the word xy′ is not in the witness

language. The word xy′ takes the form, •j−1
0 biaj+1 mod Naj−1 mod Nb

M−i•N−1
j+1 mod N .

This word is not in the witness language since for any value of j or j′, there are

always two deletions present in the word. Thus, the set FS2 maintains the fooling

set properties.

In conclusion, unary site-directed deletion when operating over finite languages

has a tight non-deterministic state complexity bound at N . The general unary bounds

on state complexity are bound between min(N,M) and max(N,M).

For the general language bounds of site-directed deletion, tight bounds were not
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obtained. An upper bound of 2NM + N was shown to be sufficient in Theorem

22. This marks an improvement of N states from the bound 2NM + 2N which was

proposed by Cho et al. [9]. We were also able to obtain a lower bound of 2NM in

Theorem 23. The lower bound required alphabets to be arbitrarily large. It remains

an open problem to reduce the alphabet size, and to produce a tight bound for site-

directed deletion.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied the nondeterministic state complexity of different

formal language operations that are used to formalize PCR methods.

In Chapter 3, we introduced the operations of Prefix, Suffix, Infix and Outfix as

language operations. For these operations we considered their nondeterministic state

complexity bounds and have provided constructions to act as their upper bounds.

These results are summarized in Table 7.1. Although the notions of prefix and suf-

fix are fundamental in language theory, the state complexity of binary prefix- and

suffix-operations has not been considered earlier. Note that the state complexity of

prefix- and suffix-free languages [21, 13] has been extensively studied, but this is dif-

ferent from the binary operations considered here. These results were instrumental

in developing improved bounds for site-directed insertion.

In Chapter 4, we considered the nondeterministic state complexity of site-directed

insertion, and of related operations prefix- and suffix-directed insertion. An upper

bound for site-directed insertion was given by Cho et al. [7]. We improve the upper

bound and also prove a lower bound. The results are summarized in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.1: Nondeterministic state complexities for prefix, suffix, infix and outfix op-
erations. When the operation does not have a tight bound, we denote this
by placing the operation in a inequality expression.

Operation NSC

Prefix NM + 1

Suffix NM + 1

Infix NM + N

Outfix 2NM − 2N ≤ Outfix←−−−− ≤ 3NM

Table 7.2: Nondeterministic state complexity bounds for site-directed insertion,
prefix-directed insertion and suffix directed insertion. When the opera-
tion does not have a tight bound, we denote this by placing the operation
in a inequality expression.

Operation NSC

Prefix-Directed Insertion 2NM + N −M ≤ PreDI←−−−− ≤ 2NM + N

Suffix-Directed Insertion 2NM + N −M ≤ SufDI←−−−− ≤ 2NM + N

Site-Directed Insertion 3NM −M ≤ SDI←−−− ≤ 3NM

In Chapter 5, we considered the state complexity of site-directed insertion in the

special cases of unary languages and finite unary languages. The state complexity

bound for unary site-directed insertion does leave a large gap between the upper and

lower bounds. We have conjectured that the real upper bound for unary site-directed

insertion is at N +M . These results are summarized in the Table 7.3.

In Chapter 6, we examined the unary variant of the site-directed deletion opera-

tion. The bounds on state complexity for this operation were established and are also

found in Table 7.3. A general NFA construction was presented for the site-directed

deletion operation containing 2NM+N states. This marked a state savings improve-

ment from the construction presented by Cho et al. [9]. Furthermore, a fooling set

was constructed to provide a lower bound of 2NM for the operation. These results
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Table 7.3: Nondeterministic state complexity bounds for unary site-directed insertion
and deletion. When the operation does not have a tight bound, we denote
this by placing the operation in a inequality expression.

Operation Finite Unary Unary

Site-Directed Insertion N + M − 3 N + M − 3 ≤ SDI←−−− ≤ NM + N + M

Site-Directed Deletion N min(N,M) ≤ SDD←−−− ≤ max(N,M)

contribute to the literature by producing a more concise representation of site-directed

deletion.

7.1 Future Work

Future research could develop tight bounds for many of the operations described.

The exact nondeterministic state complexities for site-directed insertion and site-

directed deletion are of particular interest. The deterministic state complexity of

site-directed insertion, site-directed deletion and most other operations considered

here remains open. Commonly an optimal DFA construction is more involved than the

corresponding NFA construction. Tight bounds for the deterministic state complexity

of ordinary insertion and deletion have been established by Han et. al [19, 20].

It would be valuable to find an exact state complexity for unary site-directed

insertion, as discussed in Chapter 5. It appears that unary site-directed insertion

converges to accept or reject all words beyond a certain length, in certain cases

convergence does not occur but a stable pattern emerges. These properties could

be further explored from a number theory perspective and could potentially link

generating functions to state complexity.
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Appendix A

Suffix-directed insertion lower bound

The extended proof for Theorem 12.

Proof. We take the following languages to construct our witness language:

L1 = {w | w ∈ {ï1, a, b}∗ and (#ï1
(w) + #a(w)) mod N ≡ 0}, and

L2 = {w | w ∈ {ï2, a, b}∗ and (#ï2
(w) + #b(w)) mod M ≡ 0}.

The language L1 recognizes strings that contain a multiple of N total ï1 and a

symbols and does not contain any ï2 symbols. Similarly, the language L2 recognizes

strings that contain a multiple of M total ï2 and b symbols and does not contain

any ï1 symbols. L1 and L2 can be recognized with NFAs with N and M states

respectively. Using L1 and L2 we can produce the following witness language:

L1
SufDI←−−−−L2 = {xȳy2z | #ï1

(xy2z) + #a(xy2z) mod N ≡ 0 and

#ï2
(ȳy2) + #b(ȳy2) mod M ≡ 0, y2 6= ε}.
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The fooling set FS = FS1 ∪ FS2 ∪ FS3 contains 2NM+N-M elements in the

following way.

The first set FS1 contains NM elements and is defined as follows:

FS1 = {(ajïM

2 ï
i

2,ï
M−i
2 ï

M

2 a
N−j) | 0 ≤ i < M, 0 ≤ j < N}

We can show that each tuple, when concatenated, forms a word in L1
SufDI←−−−−L2.

If we take all words of the form ajï
M

2 ï
i

2ï
M−i
2 ï

M

2 a
N−j, we can parse each word

as per Definition 14 as follows: x = aj, ȳ = ï
M

2 ï
M−i
2 ï

i

2ï
M

2 and y2 = aN−j. The

substring y2 is never empty, since 0 ≤ j < N , and the string xy2 always contains N

a′s. The substring ȳ always contains 3M ï
′
2s, which is consistent with the witness

language.

We need to show that if we take (x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ FS1 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′), then

either x’y or xy’ are not in the witness language. If we assume i < i′, then without loss

of generality we can make a word xy′ = ajï
M

2 ï
i

2ï
M−i′
2 ï

M

2 a
N−j, will contain 3M+i-

i’ ï
′
2s, implying these words does not meet the language restrictions. Similarly, if

we assume j < j′, then the word xy′ = ajï
M

2 ï
i

2,ï
M−i
2 ï

M

2 a
N−j′ will contain N+j-j’

a′s, which is greater than 0 but less than N.

The next set we consider contains (N-1)M elements and is defined as follows:

FS2 = {(ïM

2 ï
i

2a
j, bM−iaN−j) | 0 < i ≤M, 0 < j < N}.

We can decompose the words made in FS2 similarly to the ones in FS1. If we

take the words ï
M

2 ï
i

2a
jbM−iaN−j, where 0 < i ≤ M, 0 < j ≤ N , we can parse the

words as ȳ = ï
M

2 ï
i

2 and y2 = ajbM−iaN−j where y2 always contains N total a′s and
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ï
′
1s, and ȳy2 always contains 2M total b′s and ï

′
2s.

For each pair (x, y) ∈ FS2 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS2 where either x 6= x′ or y 6=

y′, the word xy′ is not in the language L1
SufDI←−−−−L2. If j < j′, then the word

ï
M

2 ï
i

2a
jbM−iaN−j

′
does not contain enough a′s to met the criteria from L1. If

i < i′, then ï
M

2 ï
i

2a
jbM−i

′
aN−j does not contain enough ï2 symbols to account for

the missing b′s.

We next need to show that the fooling set properties are maintained between FS1

and FS2. To this end, if we take (x,y)∈ FS2 and (x’,y’)∈ FS1, then the word xy’ is

not in the witness language when 0 < j′ < N and x’y is not in the witness language

when j′ = 0.

The word xy′ = ï
M

2 ï
i

2a
jï

M−i′
2 ï

M

2 a
N−j′ is not in the witness language when

0 < j′ < N because aj cannot be counted towards the mod N requirements of L1,

since it must be in ȳ. Thus, the count of a′s is always greater than 0 but less than N.

When j′ = 0, the word x′y = ï
M

2 ï
i

2b
M−iaN−j is never in the witness language since

0 < j < N ; also not meeting the L1 language requirement.

The last subset of the fooling set contains N elements and is defined as follows:

FS3 = {(ïj

1,ï
N−j
1 ï

M

2 a
N) | 0 ≤ j < N}.

We can decompose each word created by the fooling set as follows: x = ï
j

1ï
N−j
1 ,

ȳ = ï
M

2 and y2 = aN . In this way, we can see ȳy2 always has M ï2 symbols and xy2

contains N total a′s and ï
′
1s.

We next need to show that the pairs, (x, y) ∈ FS3, maintain the fooling set

properties with (x′, y′) ∈ FS3 where (x, y) 6= (x′, y′). If we take the word xy′ where

j < j′, then, each word is ï
j

1ï
N−j′
1 ï

M

2 a
N is never in our witness language since
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there are N+j-j’ total a’s and ï1 symbols.

If we next consider (x, y) ∈ FS3 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS1, we can show that x’y is not

in the witness language. The word is defined as ajï
M

2 ï
i

2ï
N−j
1 ï

M

2 a
N . This word

cannot be in the witness language, since all ï1 symbols can only be in the ȳ sub-word.

No ï1 symbols are permitted since it is not a character in L2. Thus, the fooling set

property is maintained between FS1 and FS3.

Lastly, we consider (x, y) ∈ FS3 and (x′, y′) ∈ FS2. We can show that x’y is

not in L1
SufDI←−−−−L2. The same argument used with the elements from FS1 applies to

the elements of FS2. The word x′y = ï
M

2 ï
i′

2a
j′ï

N−j
1 ï

M

2 a
N , has the symbol ï1

appearing between two ï2 symbols, which implies that it can’t be in the witness

language.


